




Tyler Mane

Actor:  (Michael Myers - Halloween (2007, 2009), Sabertooth - X-Men)

From bringing iconic characters to life to producing feature Films,  has proven time and time again that Tyler Mane
he is a force to be reckoned with in the entertainment industry. recently starred in the original series Mane Netflix 

.JUPITER’S LEGACY

A native of Saskatoon, Canada, Tyler briefly played semi-pro football, before his childhood dream of becoming a 
professional wrestler began. From 1986-1999, Mane wrestled professionally, all over the world, for the and the WCW 

, as “ ”, with his tag team partner, , as the evil . hung up his wrestling boots in UWF Big Sky Kevin Nash Nitron Mane 
1999, and fully immersed himself in acting when he realized that was his dream.

His acting debut began in 2000, when he starred as in . Additional film credits Sabretooth Marvel Studio’s X-MEN
include , , , ,  , where he PLAYING WITH FIRE TROY JOE DIRT THE SCORPION KING Rob Zombie’s HALLOWEEN
starred as , and , to name a few. On the television front, his credits include Michael Myers THE DEVIL’S REJECTS

and mini-series , , , , HBO Hallmark’s HERCULES HOW TO MAKE A MONSTER MONK SON OF THE BEACH
, , and !PARTY OF FIVE THE LIBRARIANS MY BOYS

When isn’t acting, you can find him running his production company, . company Mane Mane Entertainment Mane’s 
has produced two feature films:  and . They are also in the early stages COMPOUND FRACTURE PENANCE LANE
of developing a graphic novel which will be slated to debut later this year.

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $50
Selfie: $30
Combo: $60
Photo Op: $60

*All sales are cash only.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

2:00 pm WE ARE HALLOWEEN: THE SHAPES SPEAK! Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

2:00 pm "THE MANE EVENT!" Q & A with TYLER MANE Length: 1 hr 



Shawnee Smith

Actress:  (Amanda - Saw, Saw II, Saw III; Meg Penny - The Blob)

Shawnee Smith is an actress & singer most notably known for playing " " in the Saw Franchise. Amanda Young
Shawnee is well established as a " ". She is also known for her work in " ", " ", "Scream Queen The Blob Becker Anger 

", & more!Management

is excited to be sponsoring  at !Spookala Shawnee Smith  Fantasm 2022

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

3:00 pm SHE CAME, SHE SAW... SHAWNEE SMITH'S Q & A PANEL Length: 1 hr 

https://www.spookala.com/


Eugene Clark

Actor:  (Big Daddy - Land of the Dead)

Eugene Clark brings a career in theatre, television and film that is fascinating and diverse. A veteran of more than 
100 television productions and 15 feature films, he won a (Canadian Emmy) for Gemini Award Best Supporting 

 in a Dramatic Series for his work on the hit TV series .Actor Night Heat

He starred as in  onstage in Toronto for two years, as Horse in The Charlottetown Mufasa Disney's The Lion King
Festival's production of , and starred as the lead zombie , in George A. Romero's The Full Monty in P.E.I. Big Daddy
long awaited . He has appeared in the films Land of the Dead Trailer Park Boys - The Movie; Resurrecting the 

, and the TV series The ; , Champ L. A. Complex; Space Riders - Division Earth The Latest Buzz Sue Thomas F 
, . He was the 2nd lead in William Shatner's made for television movie series . B Eye Wingin' It and The Line TekWar

He received critical acclaim for his performance as a suicidal Vietnam veteran who lost his arm to Agent Orange in 
, the Emmy Award winning drama starring John Ritter and Alfre Woodard. Acting is just one of Unnatural Causes

Clark's creative outlets.

Singing has long been a love in his life. From the days of singing as a child in his grandfather's church, to singing the 
national anthem in uniform as a member of the Toronto Argonauts, singing has always been "like breath itself," he 
says. Distressed by television coverage of Africa's young famine victims, Clark wrote the lyrics, melody, and chorus 
to Letter from a Concerned Citizen Starvation in Africa. The Canadian Red Cross used the song for their national 
television and radio campaign to raise funds for their relief efforts in Africa.

Of his three CDs he says, "They speak to the need for effective community and global co-operation, how through 
assisting each other in times of need we can accomplish anything. These songs motivate and encourage us to be 
our best, for there is greatness in all of us."

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $50
Selfie: $30
Photo Op: $60

*All sales are cash only.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

12:00 pm THE DEAD SHALL TALK THE EARTH! Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm
"We Love Zombies! We Love Horror!" with Austin Janowsky & some 

Undead friends!
Length: 1 hr 



Douglas Tait

Actor:  (Stunts - Halloween Kills; Werewolf - Annabelle Comes Home)

Voted 4th in the top 10 actors working behind special fx makeup in Hollywood, has built a career playing some Tait 
of the most iconic characters in horror and sci-fi films and television shows.

A versatile performer who has the experience to bring out the nuances of a character, while also having the athletic 
ability to perform the action required for the role. has played some of the scariest characters you have ever Tait 
seen, and the most lovable. His ability to show emotion behind layers of makeup makes him one of the most sought 
after
actors behind prosthetics.

has appeared in countless hit studio films including: , , , , Douglas Star Trek Zathura Land Of The Lost Thor
, , , and he is currently filming Zack Snyder's,   Unfriended: Dark Web Hellboy Annabelle Comes Home Rebel Moon,

for Netflix. has also made dozens of appearances on popular tv series such as: T , , Tait een Wolf Grimm Agents Of 
, ,  and many more.Shield Star Trek: Picard Mandalorian 

Currently he is recurring on the CW series , and the Peacock series . has also Legacies The Girl In The Woods Tait 
portrayed the two most famous villains in Horror History:  in the ending of , and Jason Voorhees Freddy Vs. Jason
as the   Stunt Double in . also plays the lovable in the Jack Michael Myers Halloween Kills Douglas Sasquatch 
Links Beef Jerky commercials, and recently made his directorial debut with the .Thriller Feature: Angel Baby

Friday - August 19, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

4:00 pm WEARING A CREATURE’S SKIN with suit performer DOUGLAS TAIT Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

2:00 pm WE ARE HALLOWEEN: THE SHAPES SPEAK! Length: 1 hr 



Fedor Steer

Actor:  (William Hill - Haunting of Hill House)

Fedor Steer, originally Dutch-Canadian, credits a chance encounter with Joseph Gordon-Levitt and his family on a 
cruise ship for piquing his interest in acting. Steadily working his way up the ranks from roles in independent film to 
national exposure, you can catch in a number of television shows including "Fedor Netflix's The Haunting of Hill 

" and " ", Fox's " " and " ", as well as " ", "House Bloodline Sleepy Hollow The Gifted Graceland America's Most 
", " ", and films such as " " and " ".Wanted Your Worst Nightmare Killroy was Here American Animals

has a diverse range of life experiences. He has been a navigation officer in the Canadian Coast Guard and on Fedor 
cruise ships, a school teacher, a swim coach, a triathlete, and has lived in a number of countries overseas, including 
Thailand and the UAE. He also owns and operates a software company that builds database applications for K-12 
schools.

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $30
Selfie: $20
Combo: $40
Photo Op: $60

*All sales are cash only.

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

4:00 pm THE HAUNTING OF FEDOR STEER: Q&A Length: 1 hr 



Ariel Levy

Actor:  (Alejandro - The Green Inferno, Chilean Wrestler)

Ariel Levy Dor is a Chilean actor, professional wrestler and singer.  At age 19,  starred in 'Ariel Levy Promedio Rojo
,' the first feature film of director Nicolas Lopez.  was a box office smash in Chile and Latin America, Promedio Rojo
which helped to launch Levy's television career. Levy has starred in over ten Chilean television series including 'Vivir 

 and ' .' While working in television Levy continued his film career, starring in the romantic Con 10' Mala Conducta
comedy trilogy, ' ,' ' ,' and ' .' Levy is beginning his Que Pena Tu Vida Que Pena Tu Boda Que Pena Tu Familia
international career with , in which he stars along with Eli Roth.Aftershock

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $30
Selfie: $20
Combo: $40
Photo Op: $60

*All sales are cash only.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

3:00 pm Return to the Jungle: Ariel Levy & The Green Inferno Length: 2 hrs

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

1:00 pm ARIEL LEVY: FROM THE RING TO THE SCREEN (Q&A) Length: 1 hr 



Jack O'Halloran

Actor:  (Non - Superman, Superman II)

"Irish" Jack O'Halloran was a rated heavyweight boxing contender in the middle '60s & early '70s. The 6'6" native 
of Runnemede, New Jersey, was considered one of boxing's most promising heavyweight hopefuls after he 
remained undefeated in his first 16 professional matches. Following his retirement, he launched a successful career 
as a character actor in such films as   (1975) with Robert Mitchum,   (1976) with Jeff Farewell, My Lovely King Kong
Bridges and Jessica Lange,   (1978),   (1980) with Christopher Reeve, Superman Superman II  The Baltimore Bullet
(1980),   (1988),   (1987) with Dan Aykroyd and Tom Hanks, and  Hero and the Terror Dragnet The Flintstones
(1994) with John Goodman. He is a published author with and is working on his second novel.  Family Legacy 

Mr O'Halloran appears courtesy of his sponsor  and will be signing at their booth.Monster Manor

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $40
Selfie: $30
Photo Op: $70

*All sales are cash only.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

11:00 am THE FANDOM ZONE: A CONVERSATION with JACK O'HALLORAN Length: 1 hr 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0072973?ref_=nmbio_mbio
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0074751?ref_=nmbio_mbio
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0078346?ref_=nmbio_mbio
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0081573?ref_=nmbio_mbio
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0080412?ref_=nmbio_mbio
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0095296?ref_=nmbio_mbio
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0092925?ref_=nmbio_mbio


Chris McKinnell

Industry Guest:  (Founder and director of the Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research)

Chris McKinnell is the founder and director of the , which Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research
carries on the work of his grandparents, and .Ed Lorraine Warren

Chris began working with the in 1980, at the age of 16. After his first incredibly intense night of poltergeist Warrens 
activity, which included two inhuman entities manifesting in front of him and his grandfather, levitation, upside down 
crosses, pounding and growling that continued for hours emanating from the walls, things flying through the air and a 
physical assault of the woman of the house by an entity, never looked back.Chris 

He has assisted or led investigations on some of the most famous cases, including the in West Warrens Smurls 
Pittston, (The Haunted), (The Nun and Satan’s Harvest), the Southington funeral home that PA Maurice Theriault 
became known as  in Connecticut, as well as several thousands of others around the globe.The Haunting

From Africa and Asia to Europe, the Middle East and Latin America, as well as right here at home, has McKinnell 
traveled into the darkest corners of reality exploring the mind bending mysteries of the paranormal. He now leads an 
international network of paranormal researchers that expands the ’ mission all over the world and continues Warrens
his research into the many astounding aspects of the paranormal.

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $25
Selfie: $15
Combo: $30

*All sales are cash only.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

6:00 pm Learn about Ed & Lorraine Warren and The Warren legacy Foundation Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

9:00 pm Real Horror, Real Paranormal Stories Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

2:00 pm Hear About the true stories behind the Conjuring Movies Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

5:00 pm Paranormal Q&A with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

8:00 pm Horror Story Origins Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

2:00 pm Learn about the true story of The Nun (Maurice Theriault) Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

3:00 pm Could Dracula Exist? Length: 1 hr 



Joe Franke

Industry Guest:  (Paranormal Investigator - Board of Directors Warren Legacy Foundation for 

Paranormal Research)

Joe Franke is a veteran in the paranormal world. Not only is he an accomplished investigator, but he is also a 
seasoned researcher, demonologist, consultant, and lecturer with more than 36 years of experience to his credit. 

is also on the Board of Director’s for the .Joe Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research

Joe’s journey into the paranormal domain began back in 1986 at the age of eighteen when he met and befriended 
famed paranormal researchers Ed and Lorraine Warren at a local seminar. was “chosen” by the and Joe Warrens 
invited to join them in their work as one of their original students. In fact, during their initial introduction, Joe fondly 
recalls Lorraine saying to him, “Honey, you were meant to do this work. Would you like to come and work with us?” 
The took under their wing and welcomed him into their family where he eventually met his dear friend Warrens Joe 
and brother, the Warren’s grandson, .Chris McKinnell

For more than three decades, prepared under the expert tutelage of his beloved friends and mentors and Joe Ed 
 cultivating his knowledge of the occult and honing his skills as a researcher and demonologist. In Lorraine Warren

his 36 years spent devoted to helping others, he has fought countless supernatural battles; helping to protect 
families as they struggled to combat and overcome their paranormal afflictions.

Joe is viewed as a true warrior in the paranormal world. He is recognized by many of his peers as arguably one of 
the most experienced, knowledgeable, and highly respected investigators in the field today.

Joe currently lectures throughout the New England region discussing past and current cases of real-life hauntings, 
poltergeist activity and demonic infestation. Through his many public appearances, Joe thoroughly enjoys educating 
the public on the serious dangers and misconceptions of the paranormal realm.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

6:00 pm Learn about Ed & Lorraine Warren and The Warren legacy Foundation Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

9:00 pm Real Horror, Real Paranormal Stories Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

2:00 pm Hear About the true stories behind the Conjuring Movies Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

5:00 pm Paranormal Q&A with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

8:00 pm Horror Story Origins Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

2:00 pm Learn about the true story of The Nun (Maurice Theriault) Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

3:00 pm Could Dracula Exist? Length: 1 hr 



Heather Leigh Landon

Paranormal Investigators:  (Paranormal Investigator - Chief Adminstrative Officer for The Warren 

Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research)

Heather Leigh started her journey in the paranormal field as a teenager after multiple interactions with her 
grandfather who passed away many years prior. Throughout the years following, she has researched and traveled to 
locations in order to learn more about the history, paranormal claims, and attempt to link the two. She holds a Doctor 
of Philosophy in Metaphysical Humanistic Science, specializing in Paranormal Science from the Institute of 
Metaphysical and Humanistic Science. She is a Certified Paranormal Investigator (CPI) and Certified EVP 
Technician (CET). Her goal is to help others take a more scientific approach to paranormal investigations and 
research and help everyone keep an open mind that anything in this field is possible, but not always supernatural.

Heather Leigh is the Founder of , based out of Southwest-Central Florida. She is a Exploration Paranormal
member of the International Paranormal Bureau of Investigations and Research (IBPIR) and a member of 
ParaNexus Anomalous Research Association. She is the for Chief Administrative Officer The Warren Legacy 

.Foundation for Paranormal Research

Heather Leigh is the author of , part of the  series Ghosts of Southern Nevada Ghost Towns Haunted America
from  (release date August 22, 2022). She is writing two more books for the  The History Press Haunted America
series - , , and  - to be released Fall Haunted Florida Lighthouses and Legends Lore Ghosts of the Vegas Valley
2023. Additionally, she is an author of many articles, as well as a lecturer about all things paranormal. 

She is the host of , which airs on Facebook, YouTube, Parapost Network, and Exploring the Paranormal Vodcast
Paralanx TV (Formerly PUN TV). Her show is also going live on WLTK-DB Radio Fall of 2022. 

Heather Leigh is also the co-host of  and , which also air on Facebook, Ghost Education 101 The Warren Files
YouTube, Parapost Network, and Paralanx TV. She also contributes content to , a podcast about Touch of Magick
magick and the paranormal and teaches classes and offers Shamanic Life Coaching through iMystic University. 

Heather Leigh’s paranormal team -  - were featured in  and Exploration Paranormal Real Haunts: Ghost Towns
 (coming fall of 2022), both by Motion Picture Video.Real Haunts 3

https://www.facebook.com/heather.l.landon

Pre-order her book at - https://www.amazon.com/dp/1467151505

 

Friday - August 19, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

6:00 pm Learn about Ed & Lorraine Warren and The Warren legacy Foundation Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

7:00 pm Haunted Southern Nevada Ghost Towns Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

9:00 pm Real Horror, Real Paranormal Stories Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

2:00 pm Hear About the true stories behind the Conjuring Movies Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

5:00 pm Paranormal Q&A with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

8:00 pm Horror Story Origins Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1467151505
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1467151505


12:00 pm Haunted Southern Nevada Ghost Towns Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

2:00 pm Learn about the true story of The Nun (Maurice Theriault) Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

3:00 pm Could Dracula Exist? Length: 1 hr 



Noah Garret

Actor:  (Skull Mask - Fear Street)

Noah Garret is an American born Actor, Stunt Man, and Professional Martial Artist for Television and Film.

He is best known for his work playing the  in “ ”, as well as designing the Fight Skull Mask Killer Fear Street 1994
scenes for “ ” alongside Wesley Snipes, Eddie Murphy, and Arsenio Hall. He has stunt Coming Two America
doubled Iconic characters on  such as Miguel, Daniel Larusso, Cruz, and Demitre.Cobra Kai

Noah stays active in the Martial Arts community judging martial arts events and teaching seminars for the North 
American Sport Karate Association (NASKA).

Noah recently wrapped Netflix’s largest budgeted feature film “ ” as an Action Actor alongside Dwayne Red Notice
Johnson, Gal Gadot and Ryan Reynolds.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

1:00 pm PANIC IN THE STREET: THE KILLERS OF FEAR STREET Length: 1 hr 



Jordyn DiNatale

Actress:  (Ruby Lane - Fear Street)

Jordyn DiNatale was most recently seen terrifying audiences as  in Netflix's horror trilogy " ", Ruby Lane Fear Street
and as in the  series " ." At the age of 12, made her professional theatrical debut at Rory CrypTV The Birch Jordyn 

 in Tony Kushner’s and Comedy on . This led her to working on Yale Repertory Theatre Brundibar The Bridge
Television, guest starring on shows such as Netflix's “ ”, NBC's “ ”, CBS's “The Punisher Shades of Blue Madame 

", and David Fincher's Netflix thriller series " ."Secretary Mindhunter

Recently she played Robert DiNiro’s youngest daughter, Young Connie Sherran in Martin Scorsese's Oscar 
Nominated film “ ”.The Irishman

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

1:00 pm PANIC IN THE STREET: THE KILLERS OF FEAR STREET Length: 1 hr 



Kevin Waterman

Actor:  (The Milkman - Fear Street)

Kevin grew up in Southern Maine where the opportunity for adventure was prevalent. It was there he learned to ride 
or drive anything with an engine or wheels in every climate and condition. In his late teens, competed in Kevin 
amateur-level auto racing on many surfaces, including asphalt, dirt, and ice. In 2007, after many years of working as 
a service advisor for car dealerships, Kevin decided to pursue his lifelong dream of being a professional stunt driver. 
A year later landed a part-time job stunt driving for the live show Kevin Lights, Motors, Action, Extreme Stunt 

 at  in Orlando Fla., where he continued to work until it's close in April of 2016.Show Disney's Hollywood Studios

Now residing just south of Atlanta Georgia, is making a name for himself as one of the top stunt drivers and Kevin 
stunt doubles in Hollywood. He has doubled most of the main actors on  and has other significant The Walking Dead
credits such as , , , s and well over 100 other productions. Lately Avengers Logan Black Widow Stranger Thing

has branched out into the acting world where he has played parts such as  on the T.V. series Kevin Florida Man
Atlanta and most recently as  in the popular Netflix trilogy of .The Milkman Fear Street

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

1:00 pm PANIC IN THE STREET: THE KILLERS OF FEAR STREET Length: 1 hr 



Beatrice Boepple

Actress:  (Amanda Krueger - Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child)

Most widely known for her iconic role as ’s mother, , in Freddy Krueger Amanda Krueger NIGHTMARE ON ELM 
,  played the wife to ’ character in the original STREET 5: THE DREAM CHILD Beatrice Emilio Esteves STAKEOUT 

with , worked with on TV’s , and with the 50’s legend, Richard Dreyfuss Johnny Depp 21 JUMP STREET Mikey 
, in TV’s the  as well as starring in two Canadian Films, , Rooney BLACK STALLION RETURNS QUARANTINE

where she plays the lead role, and  - an homage to horror films of the way past, (both released MIDNIGHT MATINEE
in 1998), as well as many appearances in TV, film and stage.

Beatrice Boepple is sponsored by !Doomsday's Krypt

Doomsday's Krypt:
https://www.facebook.com/DoomsdaysKrypt/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP6CMG9pXaSVlz4Z3R5tvGQ

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $40
Selfie: $20
Combo: $50
Photo Op: $60 (in costume $70)

*All sales are cash only.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

9:00 pm
THE KRUEGER CURSE: THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE ELM STREET with 

AMANDA KRUEGER (Beatrice Boepple)
Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

12:00 pm UNHOLY MOTHER of ELM STREET Q & A PANEL with BEATRICE BOEPPLE Length: 1 hr 

https://www.facebook.com/DoomsdaysKrypt/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP6CMG9pXaSVlz4Z3R5tvGQ


Airon Armstrong

Actor

Airon Armstrong is a well-known stunt man and stunt coordinator. Airon is known for his work on John Wick: 
. Furthermore, he is also popular for his work on  and (2014). Chapter 3-Parabellum The Dark Knight Rises Noah 

He has appeared in  as a Kung Fu Fighter in 2003. Recently, he worked as a stunt Nobody Needs to Know
coordinator on  in 2021, as well as doing stunts himself as .Halloween Kills Michael Myers



Don Shanks

Actor:  (Michael Myers - Halloween 5: The Revenge of Michael Myers)

Donald L. "Don" Shanks (born February 26, 1950) is an American actor and stuntman, known for his role as 
 in  , and , the Native American friend of the Michael Myers Halloween 5: The Revenge of Michael Myers Nakoma

title character in the 1977 television series  . In 2006, he appeared as The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams Ben 
, the infamous serial killer in the film . Recently, , who Willis  I'll Always Know What You Did Last Summer Shanks

is of and descent, appeared in the film   as an Indian chief. It was released in Cherokee Choctaw The Last Sin Eater
the U.S. on February 9, 2007. He is also known for his work on  (1994),   Dumb & Dumber Revenge of the Ninja
(1983) and (2005).Urban Legends: Bloody Mary 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

2:00 pm WE ARE HALLOWEEN: THE SHAPES SPEAK! Length: 1 hr 



Chris Durand

Actor:  (Michael Myers - Halloween H20, Actor/Stuntman)

Chris Durand is a stuntman and stunt actor who is best known for his role of psychopath  in Michael Myers
.Halloween H20: Twenty Years Later

His other works include   (2014),  (1998),   (2001),Captain America: The Winter Soldier Armageddon  Pearl Harbor
 (1993), (1998),   (2006), and  (1994). Demolition Man Armageddon Smokin' Aces Star Trek Generations

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

2:00 pm WE ARE HALLOWEEN: THE SHAPES SPEAK! Length: 1 hr 



Christopher Nelson

Industry Guest:  (SPFX Artist / Writer / Actor)

Academy Award winner and 2 time Emmy winner  is one of the top make-up FX artists and Christopher Nelson
personalities in the film and television industry. His career spans almost 3 decades, earning him one of the most 
versatile, well rounded, and respected artist reputations today. Christopher has worked on and created some of the 
most iconic characters throughout film... from and to horror and sci-fi. His credits include , Marvel DC Sin City Kill 

, , , , , ,   as Bill American Horror Story The Walking Dead Suicide Squad  Deadpool Bright Avengers: Infinity War
well as the new (2018),  and  from Blumhouse and director David  Halloween Halloween Kills Halloween Ends
Gordon Green in which he designed and created the FX and was thrilled to create the return of Michael Myers (The 
Shape). 

Christopher is also known for his acting roles in  as the , , , , Kill Bill Groom Criminal Minds Vacancy 2 The Tripper
, and as  (2018). Inherent Vice  inOfficer Francis Halloween

Friday - August 19, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

5:00 pm THE THING WITH TWO HEADS PANEL! Length: 1 hr 



Mike Christopher

Actor:  (Hare Krishna Zombie - Dawn of the Dead (1978))

Mike Christopher is best known for his portrayal of the  in the classic horror movie “Hare Krishna Zombie 1978 
” directed by .Dawn of the Dead George Romero

Originally, a synthesizer/keyboardist performing with a bald, space themed theatrical band named , he already FLUID
had the look when cast him for the role of a devotee turned by the zombie outbreak. His pivotal Romero Krishna 
role caused , the female lead, to reassess her situation and decide to learn how to shoot weapons and fly the Fran
chopper.

Shortly following the release fo , he moved to Los Angeles to work within a variety of media types. He Dawn
performed laser light shows with and , became lead audio tech for and Laserium Laser Media Oberheim Kurzweil 

, worked as a session musician, colorized  black and white movies then helped to expand quality Synthesizers
control operations for 35 mm film to digital videotape mastering. 

In 2008, he was surprised to learn “ “ had become wildly popular and began appearing at Horror Dawn of the Dead
Conventions while making cameo appearances in ’ “ ” as a ticket Herschel Gordon Lewis The Uh-Oh” Show
scalper, a truck mechanic in the remake of “ ” and as a director of a Psychiatric institute in Plan 9 From Outer Space
the yet to be released prequel “ ”. Michael’s only lead role to date is “Night of the Living Dead: Genesis Joe 

”, an ultra low budget movie filmed in the Tampa Bay Area.Vampire

Currently living in East Central Florida, he has returned to his musical roots, composing music in his home studio 
and providing occasional music for motion pictures.

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $20
Selfie: Free
Photo Op: $30

*All sales are cash only.



Bob Michelucci

Industry Guest:  (Scope Zombie - Dawn of the Dead; Publisher, Producer)

In 1970,  was hired as a “Creative Apprentice” at Mel Richman Creative Marketing Services in Pittsburgh. In 1974, he moved on as a graphic production artist with Dick Z Associates, again in downtown Pittsburgh. Bob is one of the Bob
“pioneers” of the independent horror publishing field. His first book was  in 1977, self-published along with Dick Zdinak, it was considered the “bible” for film-monster magazine THE COLLECTORS GUIDE TO MONSTER MAGAZINES
collecting. Bob published an updated second COLLECTORS GUIDE in 1988 complete with Jack Davis cover art. In 1978, he partnered with Bill Wilson to design and co-publish a slick sci-fi magazine called  under the business QUESTAR
name of MW Communications and that magazine reached 100,000 circulation at its peak in 1981. In 1979, The  presented him with their .Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy & Horror Films Lifetime Achievement Saturn Award

In 1981 he formed . and began a long career publishing and designing now classic trade paperback titles including Tom Savini’s , Dick Smith’s IMAGINE, INC GRANDE ILLUSIONS & GRANDE ILLUSIONS BOOK 2 MONSTER MAKE-UP 
, ,  (introduction by Chris Lee), ,  (Introduction by Vincent HANDBOOK THE COMPLETE NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD FILMBOOK EROTICISM IN THE FANTASY CINEMA FORREST J ACKERMAN FAMOUS MONSTER OF FILMLAND

Price) and , .BRUNO SAMMARTINO AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF WRESTLING’S LIVING LEGEND

Bob also began working a full-time job as a production artist in the WQED Design Center in the early eighties and worked his way up to Print Production Manager until he left in 1993. In 1993, Bob acted as Chairman for the ZOMBIE 
…The 25th Anniversary Convention for the film  in Pittsburgh, PA that brought together the original cast for the first time in twenty-five years. He had previously chaired two other conventions in JAMBOREE NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD

Pittsburgh:  in 1978 &  in 1979. The ’79 show was British actress Caroline Munro’s first US convention appearance.FANTASY FILM CELEBRITY CON CON 2

Other publishing projects include another magazine titled  with over twenty Playboy style issues published (Edited by John Russo and Art Directed and Designed by Bob), , SCREAM QUEENS ILLUSTRATED SCREAM BEAT DRIVE-IN 
 and  and several trading card sets including five series of SCREAM QUEENS, two editions of  (with ),  (with ), CINEMA MAKING MOVIES NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD FANTACO TOM SAVINI GRANDE ILLUSIONS FANTACO

,  series 1 & 2, , two series of  cards and three  limited edition 18X24 illustrated prints by John Graziano.WRESTLING LEGENDS FANTASY GIRLS YOU SLAY ME DARK SHADOWS DARK SHADOWS

In 1978, Bob played the “ ” in George Romero’s , he also played a priest in  and a cop in John Russo’s . Bob’s wife Dee and daughter Dawn acted in SCOPE ZOMBIE DAWN OF THE DEAD CHILDREN OF THE LIVING DEAD SANTA CLAWS
John Russo’s  and Dee was the  and Dawn was the  in the  produced in 1998.SANTA CLAWS ZOMBIE MOM ZOMBIE DAUGHTER NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD 30th Anniversary Edition

In 2000, Bob reunited with former partner, Jim Aiello, Sr. and worked on a restaurant project called ,  located in Greenville, PA and in 2001, he managed a full-service Italian Restaurant called SORRISO PIZZA PERFECT PASTA PERFECT
 located in Mt. Lebanon, PA until late 2004. In 2004 he began and managed, Rossi’s Pop-Up Marketplace in North Versailles, PA, a converted twenty screen theater into a discount shopping mall and flea LOCANTE’S PIZZA & PASTA CAFE

market. As of 2018, he continues as General Manager. Bob’s current projects include compiling and publishing his most recent three books titled  and “Bob Michelucci’s MONSTERous Portfolio” and his MEMORIES OF THE LIVING DEAD
most recent title “ ”. Another project is he is currently working on is to open  in the THE COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE GREATER PITTSBURGH ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY THE GREATER PITTSBURGH ENTERTAINMENT MUSEUM
Pittsburgh area. His hobby is photography.

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $20
Selfie if in makeup: $10, otherwise FREE
Photo Op: $30

*All sales are cash only.



Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

12:00 pm THE DEAD SHALL TALK THE EARTH!

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm "We Love Zombies! We Love Horror!" with Austin Janowsky & some Undead friends!

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

2:00 pm "I WANT TO BE IN A HORROR FILM!" with Austin Janowsky and Paul St. Peter



Dee Michelucci

Actress:  (Zombie Mom - NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD 30th Anniversary Edition)

Dee Michelucci is the wife of publisher and actor . She was actively involved with Imagine, Inc. Bob Michelucci
publishing and was the inspiration for the character in the magazine comic strip Deelyte Questar Just Imagine 

. She also appeared in John Russo’s  and as the  in Jeanie SANTA CLAWS  Zombie Mom NIGHT OF THE LIVING 
. She was also made up for a role of a zombie in  but ended DEAD 30th Anniversary Edition DAWN OF THE DEAD

up as a “cutting room floor “ zombie”!

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $20
Selfie: FREE
Photo Op: $30

*All sales are cash only.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

12:00 pm THE DEAD SHALL TALK THE EARTH! Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm
"We Love Zombies! We Love Horror!" with Austin Janowsky & some 

Undead friends!
Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

2:00 pm
"I WANT TO BE IN A HORROR FILM!" with Austin Janowsky and Paul St. 

Peter
Length: 1 hr 



Austin Janowsky

Industry Guest:  (Actor/Screenwriter/Director, Professional Comic Book Artist)

Austin Janowsky is a  and a professional comic book artist celebrating his birthday at Working Actor Fantasm 
! Orlando

Since 2016 he has booked Co-Star, Guest Star, Supporting, and Leading roles in TV and film. These projects are 
scheduled to be shown or have already been seen in theaters/streamed on networks like , , , NETFIX Apple Peacock

, , , .. Amazon Oxygen TruTV YouTube

In the world of Horror, he has been in Dan Myrick & Jeffery Reddick's series  Horror films  & Black Veil, Share or Die
,  and directed ,  and The Haunting of Julia Rhodes Dawn and the Dead Mortem Happens Coffee and Dessert A 

. Killer and the Dead

Since 1994 he has worked for a multitude of publishers over the years on titles like:  for , Iron Man Marvel Satellite 
 for ,  for , for ,  for , Falling IDW Red Sonja Dynamite Invincible Image Nightmare World Devil’s Due Evil Dead 2 

 with . He is also the writer/creator of the Horror series "Tales of the Ex Mortis Space Goat Zombies We're Human 
"Too

Mortem happens trailer: https://vimeo.com/351848786

Zombies We're Human Too FB page: https://www.facebook.com/ZombiesWereHumanToo/

Austin will be doing limited commissions during the show. Email him at:  for pricing.tinskymedia@gmail.com

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $10
Photos 8x10: $10
Prints/Posters: $15 each or 3 for $30
Selfie: FREE

*All sales are cash only.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm
"We Love Zombies! We Love Horror!" with Austin Janowsky & some 

Undead friends!
Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

2:00 pm
"I WANT TO BE IN A HORROR FILM!" with Austin Janowsky and Paul St. 

Peter
Length: 1 hr 

https://vimeo.com/351848786
https://www.facebook.com/ZombiesWereHumanToo/
mailto:tinskymedia@gmail.com


Paul St. Peter

Voice Actor:  (Xemnas - Kingdom Hearts, Nine Tail Fox - Naruto, Wormmon - Digimon)

Paul St. Peter, twice nominated for BTVA Awards, is a voice actor from Los Angeles, whose many anime and video 
game credits include KINGDOM HEARTS (Xemnas), NARUTO (Nine Tail Fox), ONE PUNCH MAN (Beast King), 
DIGIMON (Wormmon, Leomon), ROBOTECH (Zor Prime), BLEACH (Yammy Riyalgo), WORLD OF WARCRAFT 
(Boden The Imposing), DYNASTY WARRIORS I-IV (Yuan Shao), DIGIMON: THE MOVIE (Kokomon), ZETMAN 
(Sugito), MAJIN (Majin), TESTIMONY OF THE NEW SHE DEVIL (Valga), BERSERK (Grunbeld), and RESIDENT 
EVIL 5 (Swahili Zombie). Paul does comical voices too, from WORMMON (Digimon Warriors) to PUNCH (Cowboy 
Bebop).

Among his other game, anime, and feature anime credits are GURREN LAGAAN (Jorgun), THE COUNT OF 
MONTE CRISTO, (Mondego), MONSTER (Dr. Reichwein), PAPRIKA (Konakawa), LUPIN III: THE SECRET OF 
MAMO (Mamo), DURARARA (Higa), X-COM (Dr. Heinrich), BATTLE B-DAMON (Armada), DIABLO III (Demented 
Spirit), and DEFIANCE (Burgess). Paul’s voice can also be heard on such titles as MONSTER STRIKE (Death 
Panda), DRAKENGARD III (Michael The Dragon), JOJO’S BIZARRE ADVENTURES (Wamuu, Dire, Jack The 
Ripper), NARUTO 7: ULTIMATE NINJA STORM (Kurama), THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS (Armor Giant), AJIN 
(Hirasawa), HEARTHSTONE (Igneous Giant), KILLER (Colonel Derick) YS VIII: LACRIMOSA OF DANA (Sahad), 
ACE COMBAT 7 (various roles), GUNDAM: IRON BLOODED ORPHANS (McMurdo), DRAGON BALL SUPER 
(Sorbet), HUNTER HUNTER (Razor), and GODEATER II (various roles).

A versatile performer, Paul also sang for four seasons with the San Diego Opera Company, three years with the 
Civic Light Opera, and appeared in several productions at the Old Globe Theatre. In Los Angeles, Paul has acted at 
the Globe Playhouse, Richard Basehart Theatre, Palos Verde Shakespeare on The Meadow, performed with the 
Rogue Artists, and has “gone on the road” for eleven seasons with the Nevada Shakespeare Festival.

As an instructor, Paul has taught speech, accents, dialects, phonetics, vocal production, and Shakespeare at The 
American Academy of Dramatic Arts, California State University Los Angeles, San Diego State University, Los 
Angeles Broadcasting School, the Windward School, and is a speech and acting coach for Native Voices at the 
Autry, a Native American Theatre company, and for the Rogue Artists.

Paul’s TV appearances include work on NCIS, LAST MAN STANDING, JESSIE, LEGIT (for FX), RINGER, TIM AND 
ERIC’S AWESOME SHOW, and the hilarious KEY AND PEELE (Comedy Central.)

Autograph Pricing:

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $40
Selfie: $10
Combo: $60

*All sales are cash only.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

12:00 pm Voice Performer w/ Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm The Villains of Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

12:00 pm Voice Maker w/ Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

"I WANT TO BE IN A HORROR FILM!" with Austin Janowsky and Paul St. 



2:00 pm Peter Length: 1 hr 



Bill Slevin & The Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.
S.)

Industry Guest:  (Professional non-profit paranormal research group)

Bill Slevin is the Founder and Lead Investigator of based The Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.) 
in Coral Springs, FL. Bill has worked in the paranormal field for over 30+ years with many paranormal experts from 
all over the world. Bill is an expert in residential hauntings and has been part of well over 500 residential 
investigations. Bill is a parapsychologist and an expert in Demonology and also an IT director for a psychiatric, drug, 
and alcohol treatment facility. is also a paranormal educator and public speaker who loves to educate the public Bill 
all about paranormal and the unknown, he and his team can be seen at various libraries, conventions, schools, and 
other public events.

Bill is honored to recently being named  of The Regional Director for the Southeastern US The Warren Legacy 
, , run by , the grandson of Foundation for Paranormal Research www.warrenfiles.com Chris McKinnell Ed & 

. This foundation is dedicated to helping people in an ethical and caring way, who believe they are Lorraine Warren
haunted all across the Globe.

Bill was seen on an episode of , and has been interviewed on numerous Destination America’s Ghost Asylum
podcasts including  with (4/18/22) and can be seen in many magazines and Ghost Magnet Bridget Marquart 
newspaper articles and was recently filmed for a documentary for the airing 2022.Discovery Channel 

Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.) is a professional non-profit paranormal research group. We 
research and document all types of paranormal phenomena including claims of hauntings, demonic possession, 
ghosts, shadow figures, haunted objects, and all other unexplained phenomena. We are an experienced and 
dedicated paranormal group aimed at assisting residents and businesses with possible paranormal activity. 

P.E.R.S. also has 2 bestselling Horror and Paranormal Novelists on their Team, Benjamin Ethridge www.bkebooks.
 &   and their books can be found on Amazon.comcom Sara Brooke www.sarabrooke.com

Bill Slevin:
- Facebook https://www.facebook.com/billslevinfl

P.E.R.S. Team:
 – Website www.persfl.com

 - Facebook https://www.facebook.com/persfl
 - Instagram https://www.instagram.com/paranormalexistence/

- TikTok https://www.tiktok.com/@paranormalexistence
- Twitter https://twitter.com/persteamfl

Friday - August 19, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

6:00 pm Learn about Ed & Lorraine Warren and The Warren legacy Foundation Length: 1 hr 

http://www.warrenfiles.com
http://www.bkebooks.com
http://www.bkebooks.com
http://www.sarabrooke.com
https://www.facebook.com/billslevinfl
http://www.persfl.com
https://www.facebook.com/persfl
https://www.instagram.com/paranormalexistence/
https://www.tiktok.com/@paranormalexistence
https://twitter.com/persteamfl


Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

9:00 pm Real Horror, Real Paranormal Stories Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

1:00 pm Public Ghost Hunting with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

3:00 pm Residential Investigations with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

5:00 pm Paranormal Q&A with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 



Kelly Kulmatycky

Paranormal Investigators:  (The Haunted Caretaker)

Kelly Kulmatycky is . At 27 years old, she has one of the largest collections of haunted The Haunted Caretaker
items with energies attached to them and has well over 100 items in her care. Every single item has a full history 
behind it including the full story, investigations, and heritage research. Kelly has spent years connecting with the 
energies attached to them and feels a calling to take certain items into her care.

Items with a death attached can no longer be bought or sold by the living, they can only be borrowed from those who 
have stayed behind. Those who have stayed look back at the very last moments of their lives in these objects. The 
memories of their lives and deaths are like faces on the wrong side of wet windows but  is here to tell their Kelly
stories. 

Kelly brings her huge collection of haunted items to so you can learn details of her favorite items. She Fantasm 
will also be happy to look at any haunted items you may bring.

 

Friday - August 19, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

5:00 pm Kelly The Haunted Caretaker Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

5:00 pm Kelly The Haunted Caretaker Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

11:00 am Kelly The Haunted Caretaker - Most Negative & Evil Items Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

1:00 pm Kelly The Haunted Caretaker - My Most Negative Experiences Length: 1 hr 



Nick Benson

Industry Guest:  (Special Effects Artist - A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master)

Nick Benson is a producer and director, known for ,  and Society (1989) Tremors (1990) A Nightmare on Elm 
.Street 4: The Dream Master (1988)

Nick Benson's appearance is sponsored by !Doom Castle

Doom Castle:
https://www.doomcastle.net
https://www.facebook.com/doomcastlelv

Pricing:

Autograph - Signed Photo/Item (each): $30

*All sales are cash only.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

7:00 pm Splatter and Create: Practical FX for the Horror Screen Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

8:00 pm BEHIND THE HORROR with MICK STRAWN & NICK BENSON Length: 1 hr 

https://www.doomcastle.net/
https://www.doomcastle.net
https://www.facebook.com/doomcastlelv


Mick Strawn

Industry Guest:  (Art Director, Production Designer and Special Effects Artist)

Mick Strawn’s first job in film was for the 1984 film  in which he used his previous  Breakin' 2: Electric Boogaloo
experience with construction and carpentry as the film’s construction coordinator. His work in the 1980’s was 
primarily in horror and science fiction films. In addition to functioning as a construction coordinator, art director and 
production designer, he also worked as a special effects artist, fabricator and prop maker. Strawn worked on three of 
the most popular  films. He was the art director and handled some effects on  A Nightmare on Elm Street A 

 in 1987. Mick was the production designer on Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors A Nightmare on Elm 
&  in 1988 and 1989 as well.  Street 4: The Dream Master A  Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child Strawn 

is responsible for the creation and execution of several classic scenes in the franchise, most notably the junkyard 
scenes in the third and fourth films and the truck crash and theater scenes from the fourth film, and he was featured 
in John Kenneth's Muir's book " ".Wes Craven: The Art of Horror

Strawn also conceptualized and designed the “ ” that was used in kaleidoscope hallway A Nightmare on Elm 
and was the production designer for the first season of the spin-off television series  Street 4: The Dream Master

 in 1988. worked in various television series and made-for-television films in the 1990’s, Freddy's Nightmares Mick 
but also continued to work in Hollywood as well. designed the sets for Mick Leatherface: The Texas Chainsaw 

in 1990 and also helped design and produce the Leatherface mask, along with famed special effects  Massacre III
artist Greg Nicotero. Author Stefan Jaworzyn interviewed Strawn for his book, titled "The Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre," where he discussed the creation of the mask and effects.  S was also recognized for his production trawn 
design for   in a book dedicated to action films. He created miniatures and was production designer  (film)The Hidden
for Roger Corman’s   in 1994, and was interviewed for an article on the (unreleased film)The Fantastic Four Strawn 
film that was featured in a 1994 issue of  magazine. One of best known achievements other than  Fangoria Strawn’s 
his work on the “ ” films was the creation of Scorpion’s lair in the 1995 film   which was Nightmare ,Mortal Kombat
based on the popular video game. 

Strawn retired from the film industry in 2008 and builds bass guitars, electric guitars, amplifiers and other 
instruments. When asked about why he chose to work in film, explained that “I got into film because I Strawn 
needed something to do [to escape boredom]. Film did not bore me one bit!”

Friday - August 19, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

8:00 pm BEHIND THE HORROR with MICK STRAWN & NICK BENSON Length: 1 hr 



Sean Clark

Industry Guest:  (Producer, Director, Host)

In 2003  was one of three principles that put on theSean  Halloween Returns to Haddonfield 25th Anniversary 
 in Pasadena, California. Soon after he began working on the documentaryConvention  "Halloween: 25 Years of 

, which he was co-creator and writer of. The documentary was released on DVD in July of 2006 from Anchor Terror"
Bay Entertainment. This began a tradition to follow every five years in Pasadena, California with 30, 35 & 40 Years 

.of Terror: The Official Halloween Conventions
 
Sean has worked as a s a journalist for the following on-line publications, , Creature-Corner.com The Horror 

,  and . Channel Dread Central.com Bloody-Disgusting.com
 
Since issue #4 he has written for  Magazine. He contributes a feature article called Horror’s Hallowed HorrorHound
Grounds that takes a look at the filming locations of famous horror and cult films. It was also developed into a 
television show that has been featured on several  & Blu-ray releases for companies like Scream Factory, Dark DVD
Skies Films, Synapse Films and Anchor Bay Entertainment.
 
In 2005 he started . The company has grown to become one of the leaders in personal Convention All-Stars LLC
appearance representation, so much so that in 2012 the reputation of  captured actressCAS  Jamie Lee Curtis’ 
attention when she decided to do her one and only convention appearance. The event was filmed by her brother-in-
law and sister for the documentary, " , released as a bonus feature on the 35th The Night She Came Home"
Anniversary edition of the film .  Together they raised over $175,000 for the Halloween Children’s Hospital of Los 

. Angeles
 
In 2007 he wrote and produced his first feature film . The film stars The Black Waters of Echo’s Pond Robert 

,  and . The film was released theatrically in 2010 and was later released on Patrick Danielle Harris James Duval
DVD & Blu-Ray from .Anchor Bay Entertainment
 

 also started a production company called  where he produces bonus content for DVD & Blu-Sean Viddy Well Films
Ray. In 2014 he won a  for his work on .Saturn Award Halloween: The Complete Collection Box Set
 
Most recently  has been featured on shows such as  spotlighting his extensive horror Sean Collection Complete
collection and on the  series  and . Shudder The Core Cursed

Friday - August 19, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

5:00 pm THE THING WITH TWO HEADS PANEL! Length: 1 hr 



Scott Tepperman

Industry Guest:  (Ghost Hunters International, Actor, Co-Owner Los Bastardz Productions)

One of the stars of the still-popular reality TV series, SYFY CHANNEL’S GHOST HUNTERS INTERNATIONAL 
,  has successfully made the jump from TV to movies and has quickly become a familiar name in (2008-2012) Scott

the independent film scene, having appeared in such notable horror movies as , HELL’S BELLS DON’T LOOK IN 
, , , , , THE BASEMENT 2 THE HOSPITAL 2 THE HOSPITAL 2 CAMP MASSACRE HYBRID I DARED YOU! TRUTH 

: , , , and OR DARE 5 ANOTHER CRITICAL MADNESS GRAVEYARD STORIES 2 MEATHOOK MASSACRE IV
more.

Scott is also the co-owner and co-founder of , an independent Florida film production Los Bastardz Productions
company which he runs with his close friend and frequent collaborator, . Their newest feature film Jim O’Rear
project, the "80s slasher flick"  premieres in summer 2021.CRUEL SUMMER

Scott is also the author of two horror themed books, Overlooked & Underrated: 100 Fantastic Forgotten Films of 
 and . Scott is a huge fan and Horror Overlooked & Underrated 2: 100 More Home Video Horror Gems

memorabilia collector of The Honeymooners and is also a lifelong VHS collector of old horror films. He has also 
recently released two feature-length documentaries, MAGNETIC HIGHWAY: THE RISE, FALL, AND 

 and a sequel, . Scott has RESURGENCE OF THE INDEPENDENT VIDEO STORE MAGNETIC HIGHWAY - EXIT 2
also served as a celebrity guest judge for various film festivals - including Atlanta's long-running movie showcase, 
Buried Alive and has hosted the Freak Show Film Fest, an offshoot of Orlando's popular Spooky Empire horror 
convention.

For over a decade, Scott has been a non-stop guest at various comic cons, fan conventions, charity events, and 
trade shows and has gained a large, loyal following in both the paranormal and horror genres.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

8:00 pm Cruel Summer Screening w/ the Filmmakers Length: 2 hrs

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

1:00 pm Horror Filmmaking on a Budget! Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

2:00 pm
"I WANT TO BE IN A HORROR FILM!" with Austin Janowsky and Paul St. 

Peter
Length: 1 hr 



Eerie Florida - Mark Muncy

Author:  (Eerie Florida, Freaky Florida)

Mark Muncy is the creator of , a charity haunted house in  that was so infamous Hellview Cemetery Central Florida
it was banned by the . An author of horror and science fiction, he has spent more than three City of St. Petersburg
decades collecting ghostly tales and reports of legendary beasts. His third book for The History Press after the best 
sellers  and  releases in fall 2019. A frequent guest on  and Into the Eerie Florida Freaky Florida Coast to Coast AM

 as well as numerous other TV and radio shows. He lives in , on the remains of Fray Radio St. Petersburg, Florida
an ancient midden with his wife, . Occasionally, he is visited by his daughters when they remember he Kari Schultz
is still there. 

Kari Schultz is a varied illustrator at  who enjoys fantasy and horror. She has been working on Fox Dream Studio
art as long as she can remember and reading folklore and horror almost as long. She has illustrated several books of 
legends and monsters for  including , , and . She has The History Press Eerie Florida Eerie Alabama Freaky Florida
a thing for foxes. When not drawing she is the caretaker of her baby dragon named and her python . Clawdius Missy
She can be lured forth from her home with sushi or pasta. 

Friday - August 19, 2022

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

4:00 pm The Top 5 Scariest Places in Florida Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

11:00 am The Freaky, Creepy and Eerie tales of Florida & Appalachia with Mark Muncy Length: 1 hr 

Paranormal Track (Gold Cost III-IV)

12:00 pm Florida's Cryptids Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

1:00 pm Folklore and FairyTales.... Where do the real life monster tales come from? Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part Two Length: 1 hr 



Monster Manor

Internet Content Creators:  (Horror Podcast)

2021 Rondo Horror Award Nominee,  , is an interview series focusing on the contributors and fans of Monster Manor
classic and neo-classic horror. Our first season welcomed such iconic guests as Michael Berryman, Daniel Roebuck 
(Grandpa Munster in the forthcoming Rob Zombie Munsters film), William Crain (Director of Blackula), Universal 
historian David J. Skal, J. Michael Roddy, PJ Soles, Mimi Craven, and many great artists and creators that have 
made a mark on the genre we all love!

Now in season 2, even more great guests have given their unique perspective on inspiration, memories, and 
passions even outside the world of Gods and Monsters!

Scott Fensterer, host and co-creator of  , brings with him his great respect for these icons as well as Monster Manor
his undying love of monsters that inspired his career in Commercial Arts. A career that has included everything from 
makeup arts to action figure prototype sculptor, prop fabrication for theme parks and private collectors, and 
everything in between! His work has been seen the world over in toy shops, theme parks, and on the big and small 
screens. He owns and operates Scott Fensterer Sculpture Studio. 

Mike Kinald is the co-creator of   and writes/performs the sketch segments of the show. He, like Monster Manor
many kids of the seventies, grew up watching the old television horror hosts like Zacherly and the Chiller Theater 
television show, so it was natural for him to couple his love and respect for these great hosts with his love of 
improv… and " " was born!Boris Vyoryetski

Monster Manor is the official podcast for Fantasm!

Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/monstermanor1313?fan_landing=true

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

9:00 pm Boris's Spooky Fun-Time Movie Show takes on THE CREEPS! Length: 2 hrs

https://www.patreon.com/monstermanor1313?fan_landing=true


Scott Fensterer

Industry Guest:  (Owner, Scott Fensterer Sculpture Studio; Creator and Host of Monster Manor.)

Scott’s love for classic monsters began after seeing an old Castle Films 8mm home movie of Universal’s 
Frankenstein. It inspired his life-long fascination with art in cinema… From design to makeup, this passion continued 
to grow through his childhood. While other kids were busy watching movies, Scott was busy making them with 
neighborhood friends. This lifelong affection for his “lovable monsters” spreads into every corner of his world!

Since that time, Scott has been in the commercial arts field for over 25 years, working in film (  – Madea’s BOO
Special Makeup Effects Department), television ( , , ), toy prototype Robot Chicken Season 5 Face Off/Game Face
production ( , , ), theme parks ( , Mego Proto-Hype Studios  Scott Fensterer Sculpture Studio Universal Studios

), haunts, and more, but is best known for his appearances on the hit  series  Walt Disney Corp SYFY FACE OFF
and its spin-off, . He has won numerous awards, and was a 2019 nominee for the coveted  GAME FACE Rondo
award for “best event” for , the 65th anniversary celebration the Creature from the Black Lagoon, an Gill-A-Bration
event held at Silver Springs, one of the filming locations of the series and attended by Ricou Browning, David J. 
Skal, and James-Michael Roddy.

Scott and  co-creator, Michael Kinald conceptualized  following a comment Monster Manor Monster Manor
comparing his home to that of Gomez and Morticia Addams… A Monster Manor. With that, Monster Manor was born. 
By November of 2020, the show page was launched… and by January 2, 2021, the premier episode aired. Scott 
interviews each guest with respect and appreciation for the work they bring us.

 Studio Page: https://www.facebook.com/scfstudio
: Monster Manor Page https://www.facebook.com/monstermanor1313

Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/monstermanor1313?fan_landing=true

Friday - August 19, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

7:00 pm Splatter and Create: Practical FX for the Horror Screen Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

9:00 pm Boris's Spooky Fun-Time Movie Show takes on THE CREEPS! Length: 2 hrs

https://www.facebook.com/scfstudio
https://www.facebook.com/monstermanor1313
https://www.patreon.com/monstermanor1313?fan_landing=true


Boris Vyoryetski

Internet Personality:  (Boris of Monster Manor and Host of Boris's Spooky Fun-Time Movie Show)

Boris was supposed to give us a bio, but he got distracted and wound up turning in this instead, "  is an enigma Boris
wrapped inside of a mysterious turnip’ on a used  Publix Sub  wrapper...  ”DISCLAIMER!

Boris can be seen on  as it’s resident nuisance!Monster Manor

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

7:00 pm Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival Award Show Length: 1 hr 

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

9:00 pm Boris's Spooky Fun-Time Movie Show takes on THE CREEPS! Length: 2 hrs



Jeff Strand

Author

Jeff Strand is the five-time  (and zero-time winner, but he lost to Stephen Bram Stoker Award-nominated author
King twice!) of over 50 books, including , and . , , Pressure Clowns Vs. Spiders A Bad Day For Voodoo My Pretties

 said “No author working today comes close to ’s perfect mixture of comedy Cemetery Dance Magazine Jeff Strand
and terror.” Several of his books are being adapted into motion pictures, and though he’s not allowed to blab the 
details in this bio, he promises you there’s really cool stuff happening with them. Jeff lives in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Things that go bump or rip off your flesh in the night! Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

1:00 pm
A hour with Jeff Strand - Bram Stoker Award Winning Horror/Comedy 

Author
Length: 1 hr 

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

2:00 pm
Bringing Monsters to Life! Screenwriting & Adaption in the Indie Horror 

Scene
Length: 1 hr 



Maria DeVivo

Author:  (The Coal Elf Chronicles, The Altered)

Maria DeVivo writes dark fantasy and horror novels for adults and young adults. When not writing, she teaches 
language arts and journalism to middle school students in Florida. A lover of all things dark and demented, she takes 
pleasure in warping the comfort facord in her readers minds. Her works include the Amazon best-selling trilogy The 

, , , and .Coal Elf Chronicles The Altered The Altered: Plague Within Aestrangel The Fallen

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part One Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

6:00 pm Real life Horror... What inspires some of our favorite horror authors? Length: 1 hr 



Steve Altier

Author:  (Author The Lizardville Ghost Stories, The Ghost Hunter, The Gabby and Maddox adventure 

series)

Steve Altier is a bestselling paranormal, mystery, suspense writer. Known for his multi-award-winning series, The 
, and Amazon bestseller, . He also has a fun line of middle-grade Lizardville Ghost Stories The Ghost Hunter

stories,  adventure series. Several of his works have appeared in the national literary The Gabby and Maddox
magazine “ ”.Story Monsters Ink

Steve was born in a small town in central Pennsylvania, aka where he grew up in the old dam keeper's Lizardville 
house. He currently lives in Florida with his wife. Steve has four daughters and a house full of cats.

He’s an avid reader who also enjoys bowling and spending time at amusement parks. He loves to travel, take trips to 
the beach, or just lay around the pool with family and friends. With his vivid imagination, he enjoys writing. Check out 
Steve’s world at  www.stevealtier.com

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Things that go bump or rip off your flesh in the night! Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part One Length: 1 hr 

http://www.stevealtier.com


Amanda Byrd

Author:  (Britney Cage Serial Killer Novels)

Amanda has a love of horror and borderline obsession with fictional serial killers. She frequently makes , Hannibal
, and  references in “normal” conversation. She is also a full-time psychology major. When not Harry Potter Dexter

writing, Amanda can be found reading, playing video games, or watching shows and movies like ,Mindhunter  
, or .  currently resides in Tampa, Florida with her husband and their cats.Hannibal Harry Potter,  Dexter Amanda 

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part One Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

4:00 pm Werewolves, Vampires, Shifters and More... Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

6:00 pm Real life Horror... What inspires some of our favorite horror authors? Length: 1 hr 



B.B. LeClere

Author:  (THE SECRET WAR OF 1834)

BB LeClere is the names of the two authors the father/daughter team of , and  and they playfully argue Bill Becca
over whose name is represented by the first B. 
Both are avid readers of a wide variety of books from the early classics to the modern ones and have experience in 
various reenacting genres, through the age of chivalry to the age of pirates, and more. They both have a passion for 
history and fiction and it is their intention to carry historical accuracy into their stories for a truer and more immersive 
experience for readers.

Bill LeClere
spent most of his life reenacting in some fashion. Starting in the  (SCA), to Bill Society for Creative Anachronism

captaining his own group, to being employed with both p and the Pirate Reenactment The Black Raven Pirate Shi
 in St. Augustine. He used these experiences along with plenty of research to co-create an Old Florida Museum

authentic historical fiction. He also enjoys, spending time with his family and seeking new adventures.

Becca LeClere
A confessed bibliophile, was reading fantasy and sci-fi novels from a young age. This love of reading grew Becca 
into a love of writing and, with her father, paved the way to their first co- authored novel. She also enjoys gaming, 
gardening, cooking, and cross-stitch. She lives in Florida with her daughter and a small menagerie of animals.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

4:00 pm Werewolves, Vampires, Shifters and More... Length: 1 hr 



Bridgett Nelson

Author:  (Author: A Bouquet of Viscera)

Once an operating room registered nurse,  so enjoyed playing with human organs, she decided to Bridgett Nelson
turn her macabre interest into a horror writing career. She loves bubble baths (because nothing says spooooky writer 
like orange-scented bubbles), hates not knowing what’s swimming in the water with her, lives for Halloween season 
(but loathes chainsaw-wielding dudes in haunted houses), adores her West Virginia University Mountaineers, is very 
pro-Oxford comma, and thinks bananas are absolutely disgusting.

Bridgett has contributed to multiple anthologies, including , edited by K Trap COUNTING BODIES LIKE SHEEP
Jones and published by The Evil Cookie Publishing. Her debut collection,  is now A BOUQUET OF VISCERA,
available in all formats.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

6:00 pm Real life Horror... What inspires some of our favorite horror authors? Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part Two Length: 1 hr 



C.R. Rice

Author:  (The Realm Series)

C.R. Rice is a fantasy/sci-fi writer, currently immersing you in the . As someone who grew up in a Realm Series
small town, she has always loved escaping into the world of fantasy, paranormal, and legend.  has dedicated C.R.
herself to creating that same opportunity for anyone who wants to escape the boring reality of real life. Through the 
years, she has traveled to dozens of different states and countries, has lived in North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and 
now Florida! While they all have their own unique treasures, she admits to favoring the sunny southern states over 
the chilly northern ones, though there is nothing like curling up with a wonderful book by the fire as the snow falls 
outside the window.

Some of her favorite reads are  series,  Series by , and Terry Pratchett’s Disc World The Uglies Scott Westerfeld
 by . When she is not reading or writing, she enjoys spending time with her The Hallow Kingdom Clare B. Dunkle

husband by the pool.

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

1:00 pm Folklore and FairyTales.... Where do the real life monster tales come from? Length: 1 hr 



JM Paquette

Author:  (Klauden's Ring series, Conjuring Fascination Series)

Author of the  and the Conjuring Fascination series,  writes fantasy and Klauden’s Ring Saga JM Paquette
paranormal romance novels. When she isn’t writing, she can be found teaching English to college students as Dr. 

 or watching her favorite Russian shifter romance movie, . Her areas of expertise include the Paquette  I Am Dragon
history of the English language and the intricacies of grammatical rules, but her favorite class to teach is on Lord of 

. (If you’ve ever wondered why English is a crazy language, watch her video series on YouTube under the Rings
Editor JMPaquette!) She enjoys editing manuscripts for academic and creative writers alike, and she adores tabletop 
roleplaying (THAC0, anyone?) where her halfling ranger/Twi’lek adept/vampire wizard/[insert race and class here] is 
often underestimated. You can also find her guest co-hosting the podcast --even though she Drinking with Authors
doesn’t drink, she loves getting to know fellow authors!

Check out  at and , on Twitter @authorjmp and JM Paquette authorjmpaquette.com 4horsemenpublications.com
@editorjmp13, and as Author JM Paquette on Facebook and Instagram.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

4:00 pm Werewolves, Vampires, Shifters and More... Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

1:00 pm Folklore and FairyTales.... Where do the real life monster tales come from? Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part Two Length: 1 hr 

http://authorjmpaquette.com
http://4horsemenpublications.com


John Catapano

Author:  (Invasive Species, Genre trivia books and short stories)

John Catapano is an author, an artist, and an engineer. He had his first paranormal experience at age 6. While in 
college he met and  and helped them investigate two cases. He has written books, independent Ed Lorraine Warren
comics, and graphic novels  on diverse topics such as a genre movie trivia book to one founded in the Cthulhu 
mythos.  is the latest novel written by himself and  that is set in . His Invasive Species Tyson Hanks Central Florida
genre trivia book and short stories are available at . He currently is working on two novels, both smashwords.com
with  locales.Central Florida

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Things that go bump or rip off your flesh in the night! Length: 1 hr 

http://www.smashwords.com


Ken Barr

Author:  (Award winning Indie Filmmaker and Author)

After touring the world for over twenty years with , , , , KISS Alice Cooper Stone Temple Pilots The Bangles
, ,  and many other music artists,  made a life change and left the road. Rainbow Debbie Gibson Air Supply Ken Barr

Now he is an award winning Indie Filmmaker and Author of books that have sold around the world.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

6:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 2 hrs

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

7:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 2 hrs

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

8:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

8:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 1 hr 



Nick Savage

Author:  (The West Haven Undead, The Fairlane Series)

Award winning and Amazon best-selling author, , grew up in the Chicago area. A dual-genre writer, he Nick Savage
splits his time writing between adult modern romance and young adult/new adult contemporary fantasy.  Besides 
writing, he enjoys paint, spending time with his wife and two cats, and strolling the amusement parks riding the roller 
coasters. He currently lives in the Orlando area.



Russell James

Author:  (Dark Inspiration, Q Island, and The Playing Card Killer)

Russell James grew up on Long Island, New York and spent too much time watching late night horror. After flying 
helicopters with the U.S. Army and a career as a technical writer, he now spins twisted tales best read
in daylight, including horror thrillers , , and . He authored the Dark Inspiration Q Island The Playing Card Killer

 series starting with  and the  seriesGrant Coleman Adventures Cavern of the Damned Ranger Kathy West
starting with . He resides in sunny Florida. His wife reads his work, rolls her eyes, and says "There is Claws
something seriously wrong with you."

Visit his website at , follow on Twitter @RRJames14, or say hello at rrj@russellrjames.http://www.russellrjames.com
com.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

5:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part One Length: 1 hr 

http://www.russellrjames.com


Tyson Hanks

Author:  (Invasive Species, Greetings from Barker Marsh, Kneeling in the Silver Light, The Dark and 

Stormy Night, Sanitarium Magazine, Ghosts, Goblins, Murder & Madness: Twenty Tales of 

Halloween)

APPEARING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!

Tyson Hanks is the author of multiple short stories that have been published in numerous collections, including the 
World War 1 horror anthology , Kneeling in the Silver Light ,  The Dark and Stormy Night Sanitarium Magazine
and published by . His debut , Ghosts, Goblins, Murder & Madness: Twenty Tales of Halloween Dark Ink Books
novel, was published in 2016, and his new novel, which he , Greetings from Barker Marsh , Invasive Species
coauthored with horror writer , is scheduled for release by Halloween, 2019.  He was a semi-finalist John Catapano
in a Seattle-based horror screenwriting contest and also serves as a judge with the Florida Writers Association. 

is an Army veteran and currently lives in Florida, where he works as a freelance writer. Tyson 

Friday - August 19, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Things that go bump or rip off your flesh in the night! Length: 1 hr 



Valerie Willis

Author:  (Cedric, Writer’s Bane: Research)

Valerie Willis is the Chief Operating Officer for ., an expert digital typesetter, and a 4 Horsemen Publications, Inc
Fantasy Paranormal Romance author based out of Central Florida.  When writing, she loves crafting novels with 
elements inspired by mythology, superstitions, legends, folklore, fairy tales, and history. As Chief Operating Officer, 
she oversees the design of all books including covers, typesets, and author branding where she pulls in creative 
print design while making versatile eBooks.

You can find her hosting workshops or attending as a guest speaker at many events (MegaCon, DragonCon, OCLS 
Writers Conference, Florida Writers Conference, Author Learning Center, SavvyAuthors, Women in Publishing 
Summit, etc.). She has been on panels with best-selling authors from Peter David to Delilah Dawson sharing her 
expertise in novel writing, research for fiction, worldbuilding, character development, book design, reader immersion 
and more. You can also find her co-hosting on occasion on the  speaking with Drinking with Authors Podcast
Jonathan Maberry, Heather Graham, Megan Mackie, and many more on their own journeys of becoming an author!

Her Award-Winning Dark Fantasy Paranormal Romance, , is a wonderful blend of genres that The Cedric Series
appeal to a wide range of readers described as “dramatic, lustful, and fantasy fulfilling.” The motto here is: “No 
immortal is beyond the ailments of man” and that includes powerful creatures, demons, witches, and Gods 
themselves! Many of the monsters presented in the content is derived from Medieval Bestiaries and adds a fun flavor 
of new yet deeply rooted assortment of creatures such as Coin Iotair, Shag Foal, Cynocephali, and many more.

For readers looking for fantasy male x male romance check out her pen name under  with the TV.C. Willis raibon 
 starting with books T  and . If you are looking for steamy Family Saga he Prince’s Priest The Priest’s Assassin

paranormal erotica, chase down  and modern tellings of Fairy tales with .Urban Legends Honey Cummings

In 2020, she joined  to bring over a decade of typesetting skills and industry 4 Horsemen Publications, Inc.
knowledge to the table. Nothing is more rewarding for her than making fellow author’s dreams come to life in 
physical format. Designing and writing books has been a longtime passion since childhood of hers and she 
continues to inspire and encourage authors around the world whenever possible.

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

4:00 pm Werewolves, Vampires, Shifters and More... Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

1:00 pm Folklore and FairyTales.... Where do the real life monster tales come from? Length: 1 hr 

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

3:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part Two Length: 1 hr 



Sid Stratton

Performers

With the release of his new album , the time has come to join Florida rocker, , on a ' 'All My Deadly Sins Sid Stratton
sonically seductive journey, as he introduces you to , , and the Killer Cults Paranormal Pleasantries Baddest 

 you’ll ever see.Witches

Pre-pandemic you could find  and his band touring and performing all over the East Coast with acts Sid Stratton
such as  ( ) and  ( , Doyle Wolfgang von Frankenstein Misfits Jeff Scott Soto Sons of Apollo Trans-Siberian 

, , voice in the hit movie ‘ ). With the start of 2020,  appeared as a solo Orchestra Journey ’Rockstar Sid Stratton
artist, guest starring in ’s digital shows, streamed  worldwide. Now in 2022,  and Bad Witch Burlesque Sid Stratton
his band are back out on the road, performing sold out shows in both Miami Beach and Orlando, Florida.

Sid Stratton’s  was recorded at Audiohammer Studios and Vorticit Studios. Produced, Mixed  ‘ ’All My Deadly Sins
and Mastered by John Douglass (Rick and Morty, The Walking Dead, Corey Taylor, Archer, Amon Amarth, 
Megadeth, Bad Wolves, Anthrax, Stone Sour, Devildriver, Coheed and Cambria.)

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

10:00 pm Sid Stratton Band - Live Concert! Length: 1 hr 



Kilted Creature

Performers:  (Bagpipe Swamp Metal Tribute Band)

You know he’s coming by the roar of his thunder! 

, ,  and the rest of the , pay tribute to the “ ” Universal Studios® Classic Horror Movie Kilted Creature Cap’n D. Lucas The Keeper Crystal Swamp Crew Creature from the Black Lagoon
Trilogy. Performing their own brand of “ ” with Electric Bagpipes, Guitars, Keyboards, Theremin and more! The band has released three albums that all relate to Bagpipe Swamp Metal
the Creature’s point of view on Life, Love and Murder.

“KC” has personally bagpiped for Julie Adams, Ricou Browning, Suzanna Leigh, Adam West and Burt Ward, as well as many other very well-known good citizens. The Crew filmed their 
first full length movie this summer titled ’“Turn Around, It’s Me” In Search of Kilted Creature’s Brother~’ and should be released in time for this show!

From Kentucky to Florida, and swamps near and far, the crew has rocked audiences playing their rowdy swamp stompin’ head rockin’ tunes. Performing original songs from their albums 
and movie, and some cover tunes from the likes of Prince, Dio and Zeppelin ensure enjoyment for all. And now Kilted Creature and Crew bring that experience to Fantasm for the entire 
audience to take a creature sized bite out of this Devonian Rock!

[ Click here for Concert Information]

Friday - August 19, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

7:00 pm KILTED CREATURE AND THE CRYSTAL SWAMP CREW IN CONCERT!

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

6:00 pm KILTED CREATURE AND THE CRYSTAL SWAMP CREW IN CONCERT!

http://www.fantasmorlando.net/index.cfm?ID=82


The Savior Impala

Vehicle:  (Replica Supernatural Vehicle)

THE SAVIOR IMPALA PHOTO EXPERIENCE!

With A Name Like Savior, It Has To Be Good.

Step inside the 1967 Chevrolet Impala Supernatural Tribute 
Car and imagine Sam in the passenger seat or Dean driving 
beside you. We love Baby, and we know you do too, so why 
not grab a once in a lifetime shot of this incredible moment...
of YOU, as a bona fide Winchester for the day, hunting 
monsters in the Savior Impala.

We take and print professional photographs, on site, to 
capture this moment, for less than the price of your soul. 
Every photo purchase includes a daily raffle ticket for 
Supernatural Swag you can ONLY get here, plus our mobile 
shop sells collectibles, merchandise, jewelry and more!

So, before the Apocalypse really hits, get proof that you were a Winchester for the day, with your favorite home on 
wheels, the Supernatural Tribute Car: The Savior Impala. Come sit in the same Drivers seat that 'Jensen' aka DEAN 
has ACTUALLY sat inside! Ask me about the experience because stories are always free!

Select Show Props are also available from my weapons box in the trunk, to make your Photo-op that more as Dean 
would say "Awesome!"

[ Click here for The Savior Impala Photo Experience Landing Page for a SUPERNATURAL amount of 
information ]

/index.cfm?ID=53
/index.cfm?ID=53


Taylor Dial "thelostonecosplay"

Cosplay Guest

Taylor ( ) is a cosplayer and professional makeup artist from Longwood, Florida.  began thelostonecosplay Taylor 
cosplaying and attending conventions in 2014. She has been working professionally as a makeup artist since 2017 
for Universal Orlando, films, music videos, and other various projects. Taylor has hosted panels over the years at 
conventions to educate cosplayers on safe makeup techniques. To her cosplay and makeup both bring characters to 
life in a unique way. Taylor is a also huge horror fan and looks forward being a guest at Fantasm this year. 



Brittney Marie "Psychotic Beauty Cosplay"

Cosplay Guest

Born and raised in Queens, New York, always had a thing for horror. Whether it was PsychoticBeautyCosplay 
begging her siblings to put on Bride of Chucky, or playing resident evil until late into the night. She also had a love 
for dressing up and as she got older that love only blossomed into a hobby. 

started her cosplay adventure in 2016, and her only con up until 2018 was Megacon. PsychoticBeautyCosplay 
Amazed at how people could pull off such elaborate characters, she decided to start putting more effort into making 
her own stuff. Although she does know how to sew she prefers the make up side of things, being a self taught make 
up artist. One of her favorite things to do is SFX work. 

Now-a-days you can catch her either goofing around at some of her happy places; either running around universal 
studios as MJ Watson or any other marvel themed cosplay, or hanging out at cocktails and screams. Aside from 
cosplay, she enjoys gaming, some of her favorite franchises include Resident Evil, Dead By Daylight and Left 4 
Dead. When she’s not gaming she is performing with her burlesque troupe The Ybor City Sirens. 

PsychoticBeautyCosplay is ecstatic to see everyone at Fantasm this year!

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Panel Room (Space Coast III)

5:00 pm So You Want To Be a ScareActor Length: 1 hr 



Sarah Serenity Magical Cosplay

Cosplay Guest

Sarah Serenity Magical Cosplay is originally from New Orleans, LA and came to Orlando after Katrina in 2005 at 
just 12. 

She has been a anime fan since 5 and got into horror at 8 after watching 1978's Halloween. At age 14, she 
discovered cosplay and conventions after attending Anime Festival of Orlando for the first time. In the past 15 years 
since, she's grown as a professional cosplayer and maker, using her platform to raise awareness for Autism, Mental 
Health and Suicide Prevention. 

When's she not cosplaying, you'll find her working on ideas for her Walking Dead fan film, as her biggest dream is to 
be on TWD as her OC and Daryl's missing wife, Darla Dixon. 

Apart from this, she loves scare-acting, going to raves, theme parks, or singing karaoke. Her favorite video games 
are Danganronpa, Death Stranding and Kingdom Hearts 2.8. You'll find her binge watching horror movies such as 
Halloween, Friday the 13th, Valentine, and Scream. 

Sarah Serenity hopes to make a mark in your hearts at Fantasm 2022.

Friday - August 19, 2022

Panel Room (Space Coast III)

5:00 pm Cosplay for Awareness Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Panel Room (Space Coast III)

2:00 pm Celebration of Horror Length: 1 hr 



Speakeasy Sirens

Entertainers:  (Burlesque Troop)

The Speakeasy Sirens is a cosplay performance troupe based in Orlando, Florida. Founded in 2016 they've 
performed at multiple comic book shops, private events, a convention or two and even a haunted house! Having an 
array of performers skilled in poi, fan work, lyra, silks, gymnastics and more, they incorporate these skills into making 
their burlesque shows unique and something fresh.

You can find information on upcoming and past shows, auditions and booking on Facebook.com/speakeasysirens

Friday - August 19, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

11:00 pm
Speakeasy Sirens Present: The (Vampire) Dating Game! A Batty Burlesque 

Show (18+)
Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

8:00 pm
Speakeasy Sirens Present: Bill and Ted’s Most Excellent Burlesque 

Adventure! (18+)
Length: 1 hr 

http://Facebook.com/speakeasysirens


Theoretical Rejects

Performers:  (Burlesque Troupe)

Theoretical Rejects is a performance group that promotes the idea that everyone deserves a chance to participate in 
the performing arts regardless of one’s age, sexuality, gender, weight, height, race, religion, ethnicity, ability, 
appearance, experience or any other factors. Our shows seek to promote the idea of body positivity and claiming 
ownership of your image and sexuality no matter what you may look like.

By creating a welcoming and educational space, we strive to present a diverse cast with a wide range of 
backgrounds. In turn, this provides provide a fun, unique, and sexy place for cast and crew to express themselves 
creatively! 
 

Friday - August 19, 2022

Fantasm Main Events (Seminole C)

9:00 pm Theoretical Rejects Present: Literary Horror Burlesque (18+) Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (Seminole D-E)

7:00 pm Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival Award Show Length: 1 hr 



Gavini the Gruntled

Entertainer:  (Master of Guess (Guest) Services)

Who IS ? To be honest, we don’t know for sure. This mysterious mage manifested one lazy Gavini the Gruntled
Thursday afternoon and never left. Based on Fruit of Luminati Bat depicted upon is mighty Fez dispenser of 
knowledge, we do know that is affiliated with the secretive Fruit of the Luminati society. The meaning of Gavini 

is in good humor: happy, contented (Merriam-Webster dictionary online) – thus can be GRUNTLED Gavini 
considered a happy medium.  As such his services have been contracted by to assist with  Fantasm Guest Services
(or “ ” as he prefers to call it) and announcements in our magical macabre and more merch room.Guess Services

Sadly, sidekick,  (from Arabia) will not be joining us after an Gavini’s Lawrence the Llama
unfortunate misunderstanding with the screen credit writer’s guild and a certain “holy grail.” 
Instead, we’ve been advised that rescued an improperly imprisoned, short tarot Gavini 
reader to assist at Fantatasm. In addition to this "small medium at large", promises Gavini 
a supernatural surprise 25 years in the making!

The one will summon the spooky soundtracks of the imagination which have Gruntled 
been cleverly crafted by the infamous duo, (our gratitude to  Midnight Syndicate Midnight 

 for allowing us to use their incredible library of moody music).Syndicate

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

12:00 am THE PANEL ABOUT NOTHING!!! Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

12:00 am THE PANEL ABOUT NOTHING!!! Length: 1 hr 

https://www.midnightsyndicate.com/
https://www.midnightsyndicate.com/
https://www.midnightsyndicate.com/
https://www.midnightsyndicate.com/


Darjuxena's B.R.E.W.S.

Performers:  (Dance Troupe)

Lady Darjuxena (aka DJ Palumbo) is an award winning belly dancer and fire performer who leads a cosplay belly 
dance troupe and for the last 4 years the B.R.E.W.S , a dance coven of witches. The group adds a new dance to the 
show every year, including a little bit of Harry Potter, Disney's Hocus Pocus, Wizard of OZ, and Darjuxena's own 
version to the YouYube witch dance by Wolfshäger Hexenbrut.The group is open to anyone who can learn the 
dances. They perform all throughout October. Come dance with us!

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Pre-Function - Main Events (Lobby Area)

3:00 pm Darjuxena's B.R.E.W.S. witch dance show Length: 1 hr 



Suncoast Ghostbusters

Club:  (Ghostbusters Fan Group)

The Suncoast Ghostbusters are always on call to handle all your supernatural elimination needs.  We’ve battle 
everything from pesky poltergeists to world-devouring demi-gods with nothing but our wits, good looks, and science.  
But mostly science!

When we aren’t saving the world from the paranormal, we spend our time fundraising at various events throughout 
the year raising money for organizations such as the  and the American Cancer Society Leukemia & Lymphoma 

.Society

You can also catch us out in the wild at one of several charity events around Tampa Bay and across Florida.  So if 
you see us out slinging protons or posing for pictures, be sure to say “hi”.  Just remember not to cross the streams!

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Gaming Table 1 (Seminole A)

11:00 am Ghostbusters Trivia Hosted by the Suncoast Ghostbusters Length: 1 hr 



Orange County Ghostbusters

Club:  (Ghostbusters Fan Group)

The Orange County Ghostbusters of Florida was created in March 2017 as a non profit charity group, We seek to 
promote hope to kids of all ages with support, smiles and awareness to our everyday struggles in this world by 
embracing the Ghostbusters Fandom Worldwide.  Headed by myself, Mark Newport, and administrators, David 
Mansfield and Troy Wingham, all our members are good friends and professional cosplayers who also work together 
wtih many other great charity organizations in the state of Florida. Working with side by side our fellow Ghostbusters 
groups, we have enjoyed supporting the organizations who protect and serve to help in whatever cause is needed.



Klingon Assault Group (KAG)

Club:  (Klikngon, Star Trek Fan Organization)

The Klingon Assault Group is an international, not-for-profit  fan organization that focuses on the STAR TREK
and their Empire. We explore the way of life through:  costuming, role-playing , prop building, Klingons Klingon 

language learning, and more.  There are  and our growth is based on communication and cooperation.NO DUES

has Fun! In fact, it’s our number 1 rule! We are a club for Klingons, and those that would be allies of KAG 
Klingons!  We invade conventions and conquer them for the Klingon Empire!  We help charities with food and blood 
drives.  We play online in games like , , , and more. We host events such as Klin Zha Star Trek Online Klingon RPG
excellent parties, weekend getaways, and conventions.  We share in the richness of culture and the Klingon 
tlhIngan Hol (Klingon Language).

We are not a silent club! We have many ways to meet fellow Klingons and to stay in touch. Website – has  KAG.org 
many resources to build and share your character.  Discord – Talk with other in real time and join in Klingons 

games!   Podcast ( Available on   Facebook- Share and connect.  Twitter, YouTube, and Klingon KAG KAG.org)
more. 

Friday - August 19, 2022

Panel Room (Space Coast III)

4:00 pm Klingon Storytime Length: 1 hr 

Saturday - August 20, 2022

Authors / Celebrity Track (I-II)

2:00 pm Klingon Storytime Length: 1 hr 

Sunday - August 21, 2022

Panel Room (Space Coast III)

1:00 pm Klingon Storytime Length: 1 hr 



FANTASM MAIN EVENTS (SEMINOLE C)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

4:00 pm WEARING A CREATURE’S SKIN with suit performer DOUGLAS TAIT Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Douglas Tait
Sit in on a great discussion at FANTASM with stuntman, actor, and independant filmaker Douglas Tait!

Douglas has worked as a creature suit performer in a multitude of film and television projects, so you are sure to hear many entertaining tales 
about his nearly countless hours completely encased within a monster's skin!

From his performances as a Zorgon in Jon Favreau's ZATHURA, Abominog in KNIGHTS OF BADASSDOM, and in LAND OF THE LOST 
chasing Will Farrell as the Sleestak!
In the horror world, he has doubled as Jason in the final scene of FREDDY VS JASON and performed stunts and acted as stand in for James 
Jude Courtney's Michael Myers in HALLOWEEN KILLS! On television, Douglas's most recognizable role is that of the lovable Sasquatch in 
JACK LINK'S hilarious beef jerky commercials!

5:00 pm THE THING WITH TWO HEADS PANEL! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Christopher Nelson, Sean Clark
Admit it. You're curious about what these two industry icons have to say about their love of horror!

Sean Clark and Christopher Nelson unload their brains and run off their mouths about everything: classic and current genre movies and 
television, their careers and daily doings, and stuff that REALLY grinds their gears with their popular segment "GET OFF MY LAWN!"

You'll most likely hear about what they love, like, and dislike (or simply just feel  about) as the THING WITH TWO HEADS panel happens meh
at FANTASM ORLANDO! It's bound to be a crazy time when these two get on stage!

**DISCLAIMER: This is a PG-13 panel, so adult comments and language that may not be suited for those under 13 can occur.**

7:00 pm KILTED CREATURE AND THE CRYSTAL SWAMP CREW IN 
CONCERT!

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Kilted Creature
Kilted Creature, Cap'n D. Lucas and the Keeper pay tribute to the "Creature from the Black Lagoon" Universal Studios" Classic Horror Movie 
Trilogy while performing their own brand of "Bagpipe Swamp Metal" with Electric Bagpipes, Guitars, Keyboards, Theremin and more! The band 
has released three albums and all relate to the Creature"s point of view on Life, Love and Murder. Get ready for a rowdy set of swamp rockin' 
foot stompin' tunes that the entire audience can take a bite out of!

9:00 pm Theoretical Rejects Present: Literary Horror Burlesque (18+) Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Theoretical Rejects
We're the kind of nerds who didn't read the  - we WROTE the . We're the kind of nerds who were told they talk too much Sparknotes Sparknotes
about prose and poetry in English class. Wanna explore your favorite literary horror characters in a new light? Join Theoretical Rejects as we 
strip down literary horror to its BARE essentials. Let's get, flirty, dirty, and literary! After the flop of her once-but-no-longer favorite author, 
literary superfan Annie Wilkes is on the hunt for a new favorite to dedicate her attentions...Will she choose one of the classic gothic stories of 
Stoker or Shelley? Or will she prefer the more contemporary works of Gaiman or King? Turn the page to find out, but don't spoil the ending...it 
will only end in ...  Misery Tips accepted and greatly appreciated! Theoretical Rejects is a performance troupe in Orlando, FL centered around 
the concept of diversity and inclusivity on stage! We believe that all voices have a right to be represented on stage. Theoretical Rejects on 
Facebook

 Theoretical Rejects on Instagram Please Note: This show is for pass-holding Fantasm attendees ages 18+ ONLY. A valid form of 
identification is REQUIRED to enter. A valid ID includes: A State-Issued ID, a valid Driver's License, Passport, or Passport Card. NO 
OTHER FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION WILL BE ACCEPTED. No cameras or phones are permitted during the show unless previously 
approved by Fantasm Staff. There is no re-entry if you leave the performance space during the show. Please plan accordingly.

11:00 pm Speakeasy Sirens Present: The (Vampire) Dating Game! A Batty 
Burlesque Show (18+)

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Speakeasy Sirens
And heeeeeeeeeeeeere they are! Have you ever wondered what it took to capture the heart of a vampire? Guillermo de la Cruz has always 
wanted to be a vampire, and now he is going to try a game show to find his own vampy vixen! From Vampirella to Nadja to Akasha, Queen of 
the Damned and more, will Guillermo find his one true match for all eternity? Join our eligible -chelor as he asks each contestant honest bat
and heartfelt questions to see who will be his chosen one. What is your favorite dance style? Do you prefer chair dancing or feather fans? Do 

 Come to the show to find out all of the answers...and maybe you'll  even more... those pasties have tassels? see Tips accepted and 
 appreciated!!! Speakeasy Sirens on Facebook

 Speakeasy Sirens on Instagram Please Note: This show is for pass-holding Fantasm attendees ages 18+ ONLY. A valid form of 

https://www.facebook.com/theoreticalrejects
https://www.facebook.com/theoreticalrejects
https://www.instagram.com/theoreticalrejects/
https://www.facebook.com/Speakeasysirens
https://www.instagram.com/speakeasysirens/


identification is REQUIRED to enter. A valid ID includes: A State-Issued ID, a valid Driver's License, Passport, or Passport Card. NO 
. No cameras or phones are permitted during the show unless previously OTHER FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION WILL BE ACCEPTED

approved by Fantasm Staff. There is no re-entry if you leave the performance space during the show. Please plan accordingly.

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

11:00 am THE FANDOM ZONE: A CONVERSATION with JACK O'HALLORAN Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jack O'Halloran
From his promising beginnings in boxing, to battling the gigantic ape monarch in KING KONG, and even facing off against SUPERMAN 
himself, Jack O'Halloran has plenty of fascinating stories to tell and FANTASM ORLANDO is proud to be one of his few Florida appearances! 
Mr. O'Halloran also became a published author with his intimately personal novel "FAMILY LEGACY" and now has a second book on the way 
soon!

12:00 pm THE DEAD SHALL TALK THE EARTH! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Eugene Clark, Bob Michelucci, Dee Michelucci
Join Bob Michelucci ("Scope Zombie," DAWN OF THE DEAD), Dee Michelucci ("Zombie Mom," NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD: 30TH 
ANNIVERSARY EDITION), and Eugene Clark ("Big Daddy," LAND OF THE DEAD) as they spill their... *ahem*...  about what it BRAAAAINS
was like making George A. Romero's classic "DEAD" series of films!

There is so much more to  than that. Their other career highlights and accomplishments include writing, publishing, art direction, design digest
work, comic character inspiration, and so much more!

You'll want to chomp down on this panel, because when there's no more room in the Vendor Hall, THE DEAD SHALL TALK THE EARTH!

1:00 pm PANIC IN THE STREET: THE KILLERS OF FEAR STREET Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Noah Garret, Jordyn DiNatale, Kevin Waterman
The stars of the 2021 Netflix FEAR STREET movie trilogy speak of their KILLER roles in the hugely successful adaptation of the classic R.L. 
Stine book series as you join Jordyn Dinatale, Noah Garret, and Kevin Waterman for this entertaining look into what brought this terrifying 
series from page to screen at FANTASM ORLANDO! 

2:00 pm WE ARE HALLOWEEN: THE SHAPES SPEAK! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Tyler Mane, Douglas Tait, Don Shanks, Chris Durand
THE SHAPE(s) return to FANTASM in the forms of Don Shanks (HALLOWEEN 5: THE REVENGE OF MICHAEL MYERS), Chris Durand 
(HALLOWEEN H20: 20 YEARS LATER), Douglas Tait (HALLOWEEN KILLS), and Tyler Mane (Rob Zombie's HALLOWEEN and 
HALLOWEEN II)!

Join them as they share their experiences working on the historic franchise, as well as what it was like to donning the iconic take a stab at 
emotionless visage of fear itself.

4:00 pm FANTASM’S CREATURE CALL COSTUME CONTEST Length: 1 hr 

FANTASM'S CREATURE CALL COSTUME CONTEST is a must see event at the convention! Costumers from all over will take the stage and 
show off not only their incredibly crafted costumes but performances as well. On the runway, contestants will face off against each other for the 
" " prize! If you have the desire, drive, and creativity to be the best, sign up and show everyone what you can do!Best in Show

Junior creatures (children 12 and under) will have their own chance to participate where everyone's a winner!

Come see what the contestants have in store for you at ! Please direct any questions to the FANTASM Creature Call Costume Contest
Contest Coordinator via cosplay@fantasmofficial.com

6:00 pm KILTED CREATURE AND THE CRYSTAL SWAMP CREW IN 
CONCERT!

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Kilted Creature
Kilted Creature, Cap'n D. Lucas and the Keeper pay tribute to the "Creature from the Black Lagoon" Universal Studios" Classic Horror Movie 
Trilogy while performing their own brand of "Bagpipe Swamp Metal" with Electric Bagpipes, Guitars, Keyboards, Theremin and more! The band 
has released three albums and all relate to the Creature"s point of view on Life, Love and Murder. Get ready for a rowdy set of swamp rockin' 
foot stompin' tunes that the entire audience can take a bite out of!

8:00 pm Speakeasy Sirens Present: Bill and Ted’s Most Excellent Burlesque 
Adventure! (18+)

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Speakeasy Sirens

mailto:cosplay@fantasmofficial.com


Back for its third year, the Speakeasy Sirens are more than proud to present ! A parody of a Bill and Ted's Most Excellent Burlesque Adventure
parody, this show kicks it up a notch with adult humor and sizzling burlesque routines.

Join Bill and Ted in the as they once again find themselves stuck in the middle of this year's popular culture! Amie Hart Multiverse of Madness 
and Bulgarian Bonbon will be reprising their roles as last year's bodacious babes: The Wyld Stallyns! Things are definitely about to get  strange
as Bill and Ted avoid danger (and flying clothes) around every corner! Will we find out if it was really Agatha all along? Is Doctor Eggman the 
true villain behind all of this? And who let the T-Rex out ?  AGAIN Tips accepted and appreciated!! Speakeasy Sirens on Facebook

 Speakeasy Sirens on Instagram Please Note: This show is for pass-holding Fantasm attendees ages 18+ ONLY. A valid form of 
identification is REQUIRED to enter. A valid ID includes: A State-Issued ID, a valid Driver's License, Passport, or Passport Card. NO 
OTHER FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION WILL BE ACCEPTED. No cameras or phones are permitted during the show unless previously 
approved by Fantasm Staff. There is no re-entry if you leave the performance space during the show. Please plan accordingly.

10:00 pm Sid Stratton Band - Live Concert! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Sid Stratton
Join Florida rocker, Sid Stratton, on a sonically seductive journey, as he introduces you to Killer Cults, Paranormal Pleasantries, and the 
Baddest Witches you’ll ever see in a live performance at FANTASM!

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

12:00 pm UNHOLY MOTHER of ELM STREET Q & A PANEL with BEATRICE 
BOEPPLE

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Beatrice Boepple
"Amanda Krueger" herself Beatrice Boepple holds sevice for an unholy discussion and Q&A on Freddy Krueger’s unholy beginnings.

1:00 pm ARIEL LEVY: FROM THE RING TO THE SCREEN (Q&A) Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Ariel Levy
Sit in on Ariel Levy's Q & A panel where the popular Chilean actor and All-Elite wrestler discusses his varied television career including smash 
overseas hits PROMEDIO ROJO, VIVIR CON 10, and MALA CONDUCTATHA as well as starring in THE GREEN INFERNO and 
AFTERSHOCK alongside horror superstar Eli Roth!

2:00 pm "THE MANE EVENT!" Q & A with TYLER MANE Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Tyler Mane
Fantasm Orlando lets loose the BIG MAN of the Squared Circle, Magneto's Brootherhood Of Evil, and the tramatized town of Haddonfield: 
TYLER MANE! 

This fan-favorite convention guest breaks from his usual strong-silent-type characters and speaks about his transition from Professional 
Wrestler to Hollywood mutant movie star in 2002's X-MEN, and Rob Zombie's reinvisioned horror icon in the director's 2007 take of 
HALLOWEEN !

3:00 pm SHE CAME, SHE SAW... SHAWNEE SMITH'S Q & A PANEL Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Shawnee Smith
Gracing the guest list this year is the lovely modern-age Scream Queen Shawnee Smith! 
Join her panel and hear all about her television career on popular shows like Becker and Anger Management, to terrifying times fighting alien 
globs in The Blob, bad hair days in Grudge 3, and holding the business together (while taking people apart) as Jigsaw's right-hand woman in 
the SAW films!

4:00 pm THE HAUNTING OF FEDOR STEER: Q&A Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Fedor Steer
Frighteningly remembered as the bowler-topped apparition floating the hallways of Netflix's supremely creepy THE HAUNTING OF HILL 
HOUSE, Fedor is also known for his appearances in BLOODLINE, popular FOX shows SLEEPY HOLLOW and THE GIFTED, as well as the 
film adaptation of Stephen King's "The Shining" follow-up: DOCTOR SLEEP.

Fedor will share with you his thoughts on these as well as his other projects, life experiences, and accomplishments.

5:00 pm Closing Scare-emonies Length: 1 hr 

As another year of Fantasm Orlando comes to a close, please join us as we gather to thank our guests and say goodbye. Come, and meet the 
team behind the convention, and even share your favorite Fantasm moments!

"Sweet, so would I
Yet I should kill thee with much cherishing.

 -William ShakespeareGood night, good night! Parting is such sweet sorrow."

https://www.facebook.com/Speakeasysirens
https://www.instagram.com/speakeasysirens/




SHOCK REEL CINEMA FILM FESTIVAL (SEMINOLE D-E)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

1:00 pm 2021 Best of Fest: Shock Reel Cinema Length: 1 hr 

Did you miss last year's winners? If so or you wish to see them again, we will kick of this year's festival with the award-winning shorts from 
2021.

2:00 pm The Wild Man: Encore Presentation Length: 2 hrs

A small group of filmmakers travel to a small Florida town to uncover the truths behind missing person only to discover a legendary deadly 
beast. Directed by Ryan Justice; staring Micheal Pare (The Philadelphia Experiment, Village of the Damned, The Virgin Suicides) and David E. 
McMahon (10/31 Part 2, Bonehill Road, AGP: The Song of Solomon). Winner of the 2021 Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival Best Florida 
Feature

4:00 pm The Kilted Creature Goes to the Movies! Length: 1 hr 

Join the Kilted Creature as he shares a FIRST LOOK of his upcoming 2nd feature film. Learn all the craziness he gets up to behind the scenes 
of a new watery trilogy.

5:00 pm A Little Fun with Killing Length: 1 hr 

This short film block focuses on killing with some twists. Heathens from director Marlene Emilia Rios shows us after a woman discovers her 
husband's secret affairs, she teams up with his mistress and bonds over their shared thirst for revenge. In Giselle Turner's How to Cope with 
Serial Killing we follow a dizzyingly distorted therapy session with protagonist Soo-Jin, which allows us to peek into her mind and see how the 
amalgamation of her intense thoughts and feelings express themselves in one very unique way - the fantasy of serial killing. Brett Kelly's 
Hostile is a comedy horror about a man who pays a murder service to make his fantasy come true. Director David F Musolf sets his film in 
1973 and is a twisted take on the classic Halloween stalker tale in Kiki and The Sundance Kid.

6:00 pm Offbeat Cinema Length: 1 hr 

This short film block focuses on those horrors that come from a beat of a different (murderous) drummer. Randy Zuniga's The Foot Fetisher 
has a comic bookstore owner with a bizarre fetish lures customers into the back of his store where he cuts off their feet and eats them. He 
completely unravels when he eats the toes of a victim that were painted with green polish derived from a potent hemp. Shuya Kume's 
Transient Dream: Law of Conservation of Mass introduces us to a mannequin was enshrined on an empty stage. If the mannequin had come 
to life. If she knew that her life was only for one night. What kind of brilliance would she show? Charles Kline brings classic English nursery 
crimes that are reimagined with macabre flair in Nursery Crimes Part One: The Ominous Overture. We rap up with Ba'al Out by Derek Silver. 
This tells the tale of recently unemployed, financially burdened millennial, at a crossroads. On his search for truth, he finds himself on the 
spiritual battleground with an ancient archon.

7:00 pm Splatter and Create: Practical FX for the Horror Screen Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Nick Benson, Scott Fensterer
Join us Friday night as we talk shop with our talented artists who work in the world of practical effects including Nick Benson, Scott Fensterer, 
and Shiva Rodriguez

8:00 pm Cruel Summer Screening w/ the Filmmakers Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Scott Tepperman, Jim O'Rear
A group of college students plan one final pre-graduation party at a secluded lake house for an “80s murder mystery” weekend unaware that a 
crazed, masked killer has decided to join the celebration. Will anyone survive the slaughter – or is this going to become a truly cruel summer? 
Cast & crew will be in attendance

10:00 pm WILD ZERO -- THE FRIGHTFUL-FRIDAY LATE-NIGHT MOVIE Length: 2 hrs

Bringing a wild experience to the J-rockin', late-night gore hounds in attendance at FANTASM ORLANDO with a presentation of the 1999 
horror comedy WILD ZERO! This uprorious Japanese/Thai horror-comedy colaboration has pretty much everything a depraved midnight-movie 
crowd could possibly want: Zombies, aliens, sprays of gore, geisers of gooey grue, and an unrepentantly silly story line all set to the amped-up 
punk metal sounds of the power-trio GUITAR WOLF!

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022



9:00 am Devious Intent Length: 1 hr 

This short film block focuses on those stories with dark motives. After an event that wiped out nearly the entire human race, we are given help 
to repopulate in Abigail by director Alex Foss. On an exorcism gone awry, director Joe Boi's D.E.A.D. FORCE encounter a Wendigo: a shape 
shifting, atmospheric manipulating demon, but can they save the possessed and take out another demon? Taylor San Miguel directs Burial 
Site telling the tale of Arthur, who is on his way to a friend’s birthday party when he the encounters the mysterious Salem. He becomes an 
unwilling accomplice to a presumed murderer. Isabella Corrales & her film Holy Sinners is a slasher film about two teenagers who choose to 
sacrifice a classmate thinking it will secure them a place in heaven. In Petra Tressler's Voices of the Dead, a Florida bed and breakfast 
experiences paranormal activity. A medium is called in and discovers it was the previous home of very prolific serial killer.

10:00 am Monsters of All Kind Length: 0.5 hr 

This short film block focuses on the monsters of both the supernatural and human variety. In Shiva Rodriguez's The Family Way: Coming 
Home, an angry teenager commits a series of horrific murders, unaware that he is being tracked by a family who takes a special interest in 
serial killers. Justin Anthony Morales's Graphic Violence has a game tester comes across a mysterious game that obsesses him. When his 
girlfriend and best friend attempt to intervene, the evil within the game reveals itself. Michael Spencer's A Little Tent is a dark comedy about 
commitment, communication, and what happens when women are taught to be polite above all else.

10:30 am The Haunting of the Murder House Length: 1.5 hrs

In October, four filmmakers disappeared in a haunted house while live streaming on social media. A year later, their footage was found. 
Directed by Brendan Rudnicki

12:00 pm Harlow's Haunt - Indie Horror From Central FL Q&A With Cast & Crew 
Plus EXCLUSIVE Preview Trailer!

Length: 1 hr 

Harlow's Haunt is a chilling new indie horror movie from the creative team at Black Dog Filmz based in Central Florida. Growing from local 
legend and lore, this story takes you on an unsettling and emotional jouney starting in the sinister Florida backwoods of 1926 with a shocking 
finalé set in present day. Witchcraft, Ouija boards, betrayal, crushing loss and revenge are all part of the madness. The locations used in the 
film are familiar to those who live or visit this area as our creative team designed the story to make Central Florida as much a character in the 
story. Featuring an incredibly talented cast, set visuals and makeup designers, music and sound as well as iconic artwork, this film is 
generating buzz across the indie horror industry already! Starring horror icon John Dugan (Grandpa from the original Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre) and featuring an incredible soundtrack of featured artists, Harlow's Haunt is unlike anything you have seen before! Come meet cast 
and crew members, bring your questions about indie filmmaking in Central Florida, get some autographs and have fun in this exciting and 
interactive session moderated by Joe Ridgely of the Indie Escape Network! Oh yeah... be the FIRST to see an EXCLUSIVE trailer for Harlow's 
Haunt at this panel ONLY! (Note: Mr Dugan will not be appearing at the panel on this date)

1:00 pm Horror Filmmaking on a Budget! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Scott Tepperman
Welcome to the world of filmmaking. Join our panelists as we discuss ways to start off with little or no budget. Monique Guggino (Wicked 
Window Productions), Garith Pettibone, Shiva Rodriguez (both Rogue Chimera Films) and Scott Tepperman (Los Bastardz Productions) will 
be on hand to answer all of your questions.

2:00 pm Bringing Monsters to Life! Screenwriting & Adaption in the Indie 
Horror Scene

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jeff Strand
Join us as we have our panel of authors and filmmakers to discuss the highs & lows of horror writing. Bram Stoker award winning author Jeff 
Strand and Wicked Window Productions Monique Guggino will be answering your questions during this special panel. This panel is open to all 
Fantasm attendees.

3:00 pm Return to the Jungle: Ariel Levy & The Green Inferno Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Ariel Levy
Join Chilean actor & wrestler Ariel Levy (Aftershock) as he introduces our screening of The Green Inferno. After the film, Ariel will join us again 
to discuss all things Eli Roth, wrestling, and everything in between. The Green Inferno synopsis: A group of student activists travels to the 
Amazon to save the rain forest and soon discover that they are not alone, and that no good deed goes unpunished.

7:00 pm Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival Award Show Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Boris Vyoryetski, Theoretical Rejects
Boris Vyoryetski dons his best duds as he hosts the 2022 Shock Reel Cinema Film Festival (blood) red carpet awards show ceremony! 
Theoretical Rejects will join us for a performance and giveaways for guests during the event. The awards show is open to all Fantasm 
attendees!

9:00 pm Boris's Spooky Fun-Time Movie Show takes on THE CREEPS! Length: 2 hrs



Guests:  Monster Manor, Scott Fensterer, Boris Vyoryetski
BORIS IS BACK to host another horror-able film from the vaults of bad decisions! This time, it's 1997's The Creeps (aka Deformed Monsters), 
starring Rhonda Griffin and Justin Lauer. Phil Fondacaro leads a cast of little monsters that have to be seen to be believed! When bringing 
back monsters of literature goes wrong, you get The Creeps, a fearsome foursome set on taking over the world! Filled to the brim with mad 
doctors, virgin sacrifice, and goofy special effects, even if you've seen this movie before (or maybe you've never seen it!), this LIVE, quip-filled 
screening will be like nothing you've ever seen! Just like the TV Horror Hosts of old, Boris will tantalize you with trivia, goofs, and the history 
behind the film as well as colorful commentary only he can deliver! Not for the thin-skinned or easily triggered, so plan accordingly! And for the 
second time in as many years, Boris will traumatize Fantasm Orlando's show promoter, Tony Greco, who will be on deck to make sure Boris 
doesn't LITERALLY bring down the house with his antics during the screening of this much-reviled masterpiece of drek! *NOT FOR 
CHILDREN, as the film is rated R for adult humor, nakies, and adult language!

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

10:00 am Zoomed Length: 2 hrs

A group of friends gather to have a group discussion about serial killers. Directed by Jake Estrada

12:00 pm Blood, Guts and Sunshine: The History of Horror Made in Florida Length: 2 hrs

A documentary covering almost 70 years of horror films made in Florida. Directed by Sean Donohue

2:00 pm Best of 2022: Shock Reel Cinema Length: 1.5 hrs

Did you miss one of the award-winning films this weekend? Join us for your last chance to see this year's winners on the big screen. Plus a 
final giveaway as we close out this year's festival



PANEL ROOM (SPACE COAST III)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

4:00 pm Klingon Storytime Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Klingon Assault Group (KAG)
Join us for the stories of Khaless The Unforgettable and his adventures which are gauranteeded to make any youngling shake in their boots!
This panel is about Klingon culture and Legends! There will be possible audience participation! It be fun!WILL 

5:00 pm Cosplay for Awareness Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Sarah Serenity Magical Cosplay
Join Sarah Serenity Cosplay Magical Cosplay as they discuss how to welcome people in the cosplay community who have physical and 
mental disabilities. In addition to how to be more welcoming to cosplayers with disabilities they will discuss how to prevent bullying and raise 
awareness in order to make a more accepting community.

9:00 pm The More THINGS Change: A Conversational Comparison w/ 
Fantasm's Tony Greco

Length: 1 hr 

Fantasm's promoter Tony Greco invites you to join him to talk about one of his Top 5 favorite horror movies of all time... as well as it's follow-up 
prequel...
THE THING! Back in 1982, John Carpenter remade Howard Hawks 1951 classic based on John W. Campbell's WHO GOES THERE?. The 
movie is now regarded as one of the greatest examples of a remake thats ever been done!
A prequel film that reveals the beginning of the nightmare was released in 2011 and you could say that its reception was colder than a stint at 
an Antarctic research station.Although the last 3 minutes brings back warmfeelings better than a bottle of J&B ever could! We wouldn't F-ing 
kid you.

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

12:00 pm THE KID'S KRYPT: DIY Haunted House Craft Workshop Length: 2 hrs

Get in the spooky spirit and join other creepy-crafters as you design and decorate your very own HAUNTED BIRDHOUSE that you get to take 
home!
ALL materials are included with the $5 ENTRY FEE and are provided for you during this wicked little workshop! PARENT'S MUST BE IN 
ATTENDANCE.
This is an ALL-AGES event so parents can also help your little ones embrace their creative sides! *$5 PARTICIPANT FEE INCLUDES ALL 
MATERIALS NEEDED.*
Wood birdhouse (LIMIT 10 AVAILABLE)
Glue
Paint
Decorations

*There will also be COLORING PAGES for the kiddos to do and TEMPORARY TATTOOS as well!

2:00 pm Reels & Heels Present's Female Fans of Horror Length: 1 hr 

A female perspective on horror: the genre, the community, representation and from victims to Final Girls. Find out what women think 
about horror and what draws the female persuasion to the genre!

3:00 pm I want to play a game: A horror movie trivia panel. Length: 1 hr 

Do you pride yourself on knowing every little detail in every horror movie? Do you annoy your friends with random horror fun facts? Do you 
think your knowledge of horror movies would guarantee your survival if your were in one? If you said yes to any of thes than this panel is for 
you. Join the hosts of the Voices From The Beyond podcast for game show style panel that is going to put your knowledge of horror movies to 
the test.

4:00 pm Cosplay in the Horror Community Length: 1 hr 

The pop culture community is ever growing. One of the fastest growing parts of convention going is Cosplay. The Horror genre of pop-culture 
is no different. Let's discuss what makes a good Horror Cosplay. Whether the Cosplay is handmade, store bought or any combination in 
between, Horror Cosplay is fun for everyone.

5:00 pm So You Want To Be a ScareActor Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Brittney Marie "Psychotic Beauty Cosplay"



Want to get started in scare acting or want to improve your performace to particiapte in haunts? Join Psychotc Beauty Cosplay and 
Malumrexcosplay as they talk about their experiences as scare actors and how you can elevate your own performaces!

6:00 pm Flickbook Horror Edition: The Podcast for the Non-Average Horror 
Movie Viewer

Length: 2 hrs

Our goal is to create our very own elegant catalog that lists (in detail) films that a non-average horror viewer should view at least once in their 
lives. Our panelist will discuss the film and give reasoning for why it should or should not be accepted into the catalog. We ask that YOU the 
audience members join us in this discussion, as we decide if the movie  is good, a waste of time and most Paranormal Activity (2007)
importantly deserves to be in our Flickbook. Join us as we discuss the scariest moment, the moment we find absurd or too scary where we 
scream F U to the movie scene! Also, one audience member will have a chance to win $100.00 courtesy of 2ndRounds Media & Flickbook in a 
game we call "Money For Nothin': The Price is Wrong B***h". Join us for the fun and excitement as we determine if this movie is a must see!

9:00 pm Getting into background Acting with Julian Jackson Length: 1 hr 

Ever wonder what background actors are saying to each other, or does that sound too Extra? I've worked as a background extra in Georgia 
and the greater Atlanta area for 11 years in over 40 TV shows and movies. I've worked in projects like Spider-Man Homecoming, The Vampire 
Diaries, to being a Zombie School graduate for The Walking Dead. Would you like a job where you're talking to Miley Cyrus at the water cooler 
or having lunch with Daniel Craig? I'll show you the ins and outs of getting in to the industry as a background actor, how to self direct and get 
more screen time, and tips and secrets I've discovered while working on set.

11:00 pm Killers & Creatures: Smash or Pass (18+) Length: 1 hr 

Have you ever watched a horror movie, played a horror game, or read a story and thought to yourself "hmm, the killer is kinda hot?" Well, so 
have we! Come join your fellow con attendees as we determine if a killer or creature is hot or not. So, how will this work? The host has picked 
out a bunch of killers from horror movies and games as well as creatures from urban legend in a presentation. The host will also pick people 
from the audience to come on up to say if they would SMASH or PASS. Additionally, throughout the event, Cuddly Cryptids will be giving away 
3 plush toys of popular cryptids so don't miss out! This is a judegement free show so don't be shy and stop on by! Note: This event is 18+, so 
no minors!

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

12:00 pm I want to play a game: A horror movie trivia panel. Length: 1 hr 

Do you pride yourself on knowing every little detail in every horror movie? Do you annoy your friends with random horror fun facts? Do you 
think your knowledge of horror movies would guarantee your survival if your were in one? If you said yes to any of thes than this panel is for 
you. Join the hosts of the Voices From The Beyond podcast for game show style panel that is going to put your knowledge of horror movies to 
the test.

1:00 pm Klingon Storytime Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Klingon Assault Group (KAG)
Join us for the stories of Khaless The Unforgettable and his adventures which are gauranteeded to make any youngling shake in their boots!
This panel is about Klingon culture and Legends! There will be possible audience participation! It be fun!WILL 

2:00 pm Celebration of Horror Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Sarah Serenity Magical Cosplay
Show love to our favorite fandoms during this panel as Sarah Serenity Magical Cosplay goes into the the horror genres we love. Celebrating 
the years of horror movies, music, anime, tv shows, and elements that are reflected both fiction and non-fiction.



PARANORMAL TRACK (GOLD COST III-IV)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

4:00 pm The Top 5 Scariest Places in Florida Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Eerie Florida - Mark Muncy
Join Best-selling author Mark Muncy of the "Eerie Travels" series as he takes you to some of the scariest locations in Florida. From legendary 
beasts, ghosts, and haunted locations, we'll discuss the top 5 places from the dark side of the Sunshine State.

5:00 pm Kelly The Haunted Caretaker Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Kelly Kulmatycky
Kelly has one of the largest collections of haunted items with energies attached to them and has well over 100 items in her care. Every single 
item has a full history behind it including the full story, investigations, and heritage research. Kelly has spent years connecting with the 
energies attached to them and feels a calling to take certain items into her care. Kelly will talk about what she does and why she does it along 
with the items that have impoacted her the most. She will also talk about what she believes happens when someone passes on and leaves 
behind an object.

5:00 pm Kelly The Haunted Caretaker Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Kelly Kulmatycky
Kelly has one of the largest collections of haunted items with energies attached to them and has well over 100 items in her care. Every single 
item has a full history behind it including the full story, investigations, and heritage research. Kelly has spent years connecting with the 
energies attached to them and feels a calling to take certain items into her care. Kelly will talk about what she does and why she does it along 
with the items that have impoacted her the most. She will also talk about what she believes happens when someone passes on and leaves 
behind an object.

6:00 pm Learn about Ed & Lorraine Warren and The Warren legacy Foundation Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris McKinnell, Joe Franke, Heather Leigh Landon, Bill Slevin & The Paranormal Existence Research 
Society (P.E.R.S.)
Chris McKinnell is the grandson of Ed & Lorraine Warren and has been investigating with them since he was 16 and is the founder of the 
Warren Legacy Foundation For Paranormal Research, Joe has worked with the Warrens for over 30 years and is on the board of the Warren 
Foundation, and Heather is an Author and Chief Administration Officer for the Warren Legacy Foundation. Chris and & Joe will be talking 
about who Ed & Lorraine Warren really were and how they got into the paranormal field. All 3 of them will also talk about The Warren legacy 
Foundation For Paranormal Research, how it started and what it is all about.

7:00 pm Haunted Southern Nevada Ghost Towns Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Heather Leigh Landon
Heather Leigh is the author of Ghosts of Southern Nevada Ghost Towns, part of the Haunted America series from The History Press (release 
date August 22, 2022) and is the host of Exploring the Paranormal Vodcast. She is also the co-host of Ghost Education 101 and The Warren 
Files. She is a member of the International Paranormal Bureau of Investigations and Research (IBPIR) and a member of ParaNexus 
Anomalous Research Association. She is the Chief Administrative Officer for The Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research. Take 
a journey into the paranormal world of haunted Nevada Ghost Towns, where Dr. Heather Leigh shares the horrific history behind each of the 
most famous ghost towns and scary first-hand stories of her investigations.

8:00 pm BEHIND THE HORROR with MICK STRAWN & NICK BENSON Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Nick Benson, Mick Strawn
Please welcome two masters of their craft that have contributed many frightful 1980's and 90's nights of sleep deprevation... MICK STRAWN 
and NICK BENSON! 
Mr. Strawn is known for his work on THE HIDDEN, LEATHERFACE:TCM III, 1995's MORTAL KOMBAT, and is responsible for many of the 
wild effects and sets in the NOES film and TV series!. Nick Benson has such classics under his belt as THE HIDDEN, THE BLOB, SOCIETY, 
and TREMORS, and more!

Be our guest and join these legends for what is sure to be a frighteningly informative discussion on their careers, current projects, and beyond!

9:00 pm Real Horror, Real Paranormal Stories Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris McKinnell, Joe Franke, Heather Leigh Landon, Bill Slevin & The Paranormal Existence Research 
Society (P.E.R.S.)
Ever wonder about what is it real, when it comes to paranormal? What is it like on a real paranormal case? Be prepared to be frightened and 
fascinated with real life ghost stories from actual paranormal cases. Everyone on this panel has decades of experience in the paranormal field. 
Bill has been an investigator for 30+ years, Heather also has decades of experience along with a PhD, Chris is the grandson of Ed and 



Lorraine Warren and was investigating with them since he was 16 years old and Joe had worked with the Warrens for about 25 years! Some of 
these events may be a little scary for very young kids.....

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

11:00 am Kelly The Haunted Caretaker - Most Negative & Evil Items Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Kelly Kulmatycky
Kelly has one of the largest collections of haunted items with energies attached to them and has well over 100 items in her care. Every single 
item has a full history behind it including the full story, investigations, and heritage research. Kelly has spent years connecting with the 
energies attached to them and feels a calling to take certain items into her care. Kelly will talk about what the items she has that are the most 
negative and evil items she has and why. She will tell you all the back stories to this dark items.

12:00 pm Florida's Cryptids Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Eerie Florida - Mark Muncy
Join author Mark Muncy of "Eerie Florida" and "Eerie Appalachia" for a discussion of Florida's legendary monsters. From Skunk Apes, to sea 
monsters, Florida has it all. Learn about some of the monsters you know, and some that you've never heard of.

1:00 pm Public Ghost Hunting with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Bill Slevin & The Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.)
Bill Slevin, founder and lead paranormal investigator of The Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.) and his team will explain what 
a real ghost hunter does and how they do it. In Part 1 of our panels will focus on public ghost hunting, we will explain:

How to be a ghost hunter
How this is different from residential investigations
What equipment to use
How to keep yourself safe
Where to ghost hunt
We will show you our equipment
We will also show you some captured evidence
And we will share some of our personal experiences.

Come learn all about ghost hunting and being a ghost hunter!
_________________________________________________________________________________ Also be sure to stop by our booth to 
talk more with us and enter our FREE Raffle with some great prizes!
_________________________________________________________________________________ The Paranormal Existence Research 
Society (P.E.R.S.) is a well-known professional non-profit paranormal research group. They research and document all types of paranormal 
phenomena in hopes of assisting clients by identifying and removing the types of activity occurring at their location. They also educate the 
general public about ghosts and hauntings and paranormal investigation techniques and strategies while also trying to help further the 
paranormal industry by uncovering real evidence of the paranormal.  Bill is a parapsychologist and expert in Demonology and www.persfl.com
has over 30+ years’ experience in the paranormal field and has been part of well over 500+ residential cases and is called in to consult on 
cases all over the country. Bill is also the Regional Director for the Southeastern US for the Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal 
Research.

2:00 pm Hear About the true stories behind the Conjuring Movies Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris McKinnell, Joe Franke, Heather Leigh Landon
Chris McKinnell is the grandson of Ed & Lorraine Warren and has been investigating with them since he was 16 and is the founder of the 
Warren Legacy Foundation For Paranormal Research, Joe has worked with the Warrens for over 30 years and is on the board of the Warren 
Foundation, and Heather is an Author and Chief Administration Officer for the Warren Legacy Foundation. Chris will be telling the true stories 
behind the conjuring movies. Learn about what really happened and what was just for the movies. This is first hand experience from Chris and 
his grandparents.

3:00 pm Residential Investigations with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Bill Slevin & The Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.)
Bill Slevin, founder and lead paranormal investigator of The Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.) and his team will explain what 
a real Paranormal Investigator does and how they do it. In Part 2 of our panels will focus on Residential investigations, we will explain:

Why we choose to help others
How we investigate a real home
Why are team is different
How this is different form a public ghost hunt
How to keep yourself safe
How to know the difference between a spirit and a demon
We will show you our equipment
And we will share some of our personal experiences.

http://www.persfl.com


Come learn all about investigating people’s homes and being a paranormal investigator!
__________________________________________________________________________________ Also be sure to stop by our booth to 
talk more with us and enter our Raffle(s)with some great prizes!
_________________________________________________________________________________ The Paranormal Existence Research 
Society (P.E.R.S.) is a well-known professional non-profit paranormal research group. They research and document all types of paranormal 
phenomena in hopes of assisting clients by identifying and removing the types of activity occurring at their location. They also educate the 
general public about ghosts and hauntings and paranormal investigation techniques and strategies while also trying to help further the 
paranormal industry by uncovering real evidence of the paranormal.  Bill is a parapsychologist and expert in Demonology and www.persfl.com
has over 30+ years’ experience in the paranormal field and has been part of well over 500+ residential cases and is called in to consult on 
cases all over the country. Bill is also the Regional Director for the Southeastern US for the Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal 
Research.

4:00 pm Reels & Heels Presents Tales from The Morgue: 80's Edition Length: 1 hr 

Reels & Heels Podcast host Brian and Nicole conjure a ghoulish gang of horror fanatics; Rooster Review's Omar Rios, Author Maria 
DeVivo, Doomsday Krypt's John Henderson and Comedic Horror Enthusiast Brian Alvear, Join them as they dissect 10 of the best 
years of ghastly and gross-out cinematic adventures to haunt your nightmares!!

5:00 pm Paranormal Q&A with Bill Slevin & The P.E.R.S. Team Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris McKinnell, Joe Franke, Heather Leigh Landon, Bill Slevin & The Paranormal Existence Research 
Society (P.E.R.S.)
Bill Slevin, founder and lead paranormal investigator of The Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.) and his team will answer all of 
your questions.  With so many shows on TV and people posting their In Part 3 of our panels will focus on all of your questions.
experiences on Social Media a lot of people have so many questions when it comes to the paranormal, what is real? What is fake? How do I 
know if I am haunted? And the list goes on... Bill & his team will answer any and all questions related to ghosts, demons, hauntings, personal 
experiences and anything paranormal you are interested in learning about. Come by and ask all of your questions paranormal related!
__________________________________________________________________________________ Also be sure to stop by our booth to 
talk more with us and enter our Raffle(s)with some great prizes!
_________________________________________________________________________________ The Paranormal Existence Research 
Society (P.E.R.S.) is a well-known professional non-profit paranormal research group. They research and document all types of paranormal 
phenomena in hopes of assisting clients by identifying and removing the types of activity occurring at their location. They also educate the 
general public about ghosts and hauntings and paranormal investigation techniques and strategies while also trying to help further the 
paranormal industry by uncovering real evidence of the paranormal.  Bill is a parapsychologist and expert in Demonology and www.persfl.com
has over 30+ years’ experience in the paranormal field and has been part of well over 500+ residential cases and is called in to consult on 
cases all over the country. Bill is also the Regional Director for the Southeastern US for the Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal 
Research.

6:00 pm Florida Paranormal Truth Seekers - Supernatural Ranch Length: 1 hr 

Florida Paranormal Truth Seekers are conducting an ongoing investigation at a horse ranch in Florida. Many things have been reported at this 
location, including UFO sightings, Bigfoot sightings, shape shifters, and ghostly encounters which have caused some people to flee the ranch 
in terror. Join Roseanna “Red” Brookhouser Team Founder/Researcher), Cahni Konig Shaman/Psychic Medium/Lead Investigator), Barbara 
Bulnes (Shaman/Psychic Medium/Investigator), and Jerri Holt (Investigator) as we discuss this case and share our evidence and personal 
experiences with you. Is there a curse on the land? Is anyone in danger? We may have the answers.

7:00 pm Spiritual Protection and Shamanism in the Paranormal Length: 1 hr 

There are many people in the paranormal world who have different strengths and abilities. Meet Cahni Konig and Barbara Bulnes who are both 
Full Mesa Carrier Shaman and Paranormal investigators. They will discuss the importance of spiritual energy protection and why everybody 
should be utilizing it in some way. They will also share what brought them into the world of paranormal investigations, and how their paths led 
them to study the Peruvian-Incan shamanic lineage of the Q’ero. They will talk about what a medicine man/woman is, and how they can help in 
the paranormal field. They will discuss things like shamanic healing sessions, de-possessions, shamanic house clearings, soul contracts and 
more! Cahni Konig is a Medicine Woman (Full Mesa Carrier Shaman), Psychic Medium, Hypnotherapist, Reiki Master (Usui, Karuna, 
Shamanic Reiki Fusion), and Paranormal Investigator who has been featured on Amazon Prime and Paraflixx. She is the co-host of the 
upcoming podcast, Haunted By Science, and the co-owner of Sacred Space Spiritual Center in Brandon, Florida. Barbara Bulnes is a Medicine 
Woman (Full Mesa Carrier Shaman), Psychic Medium, Reiki Master (Usui and Shamanic Reiki Fusion), Regression Therapist, and Paranormal 
Investigator. She is the co-owner of Sacred Space Spiritual Center in Brandon, FL.

8:00 pm Horror Story Origins Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris McKinnell, Joe Franke, Heather Leigh Landon
Heather Leigh is the author of Ghosts of Southern Nevada Ghost Towns, part of the Haunted America series from The History Press (release 
date August 22, 2022) and is the host of Exploring the Paranormal Vodcast. She is also the co-host of Ghost Education 101 and The Warren 
Files. She is a member of the International Paranormal Bureau of Investigations and Research (IBPIR) and a member of ParaNexus 
Anomalous Research Association. She is the Chief Administrative Officer for The Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research. Horror 
Story origins come and discuss about how just about every horror movie and monster had a real-life influence.

9:00 pm Past Life Regression Hypnotherapy Length: 1 hr 

Have you ever wondered who you were in another lifetime? Are you drawn to a particular place, profession or hobby and would like to know 
why? Perhaps you would like to explore the first time you met someone, and you are curious to see what the circumstances were at that time. 

http://www.persfl.com
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You may be looking for answers as to why you are dealing with certain lessons in this lifetime. There are so many things that can be learned 
during a past life regression. Join Certified Transpersonal Hypnotherapist and Medicine Woman Cahni Konig as she explains what a Past Life 
Regression is, the process of going into hypnosis, and how exploring a Past Life can help and heal us today. She will discuss some of her 
most compelling sessions; some of which were her own experiences in the hypnotherapy chair! There will also be a giveaway during this 
exciting panel!

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

12:00 pm Haunted Southern Nevada Ghost Towns Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Heather Leigh Landon
Heather Leigh is the author of Ghosts of Southern Nevada Ghost Towns, part of the Haunted America series from The History Press (release 
date August 22, 2022) and is the host of Exploring the Paranormal Vodcast. She is also the co-host of Ghost Education 101 and The Warren 
Files. She is a member of the International Paranormal Bureau of Investigations and Research (IBPIR) and a member of ParaNexus 
Anomalous Research Association. She is the Chief Administrative Officer for The Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research. Take 
a journey into the paranormal world of haunted Nevada Ghost Towns, where Dr. Heather Leigh shares the horrific history behind each of the 
most famous ghost towns and scary first-hand stories of her investigations.

1:00 pm Kelly The Haunted Caretaker - My Most Negative Experiences Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Kelly Kulmatycky
Kelly has one of the largest collections of haunted items with energies attached to them and has well over 100 items in her care. Every single 
item has a full history behind it including the full story, investigations, and heritage research. Kelly has spent years connecting with the 
energies attached to them and feels a calling to take certain items into her care. Get ready to be frightened as Kelly will talk about some of the 
most negative experiences she has had over the years being the caretaker for her haunted items.

2:00 pm Learn about the true story of The Nun (Maurice Theriault) Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris McKinnell, Joe Franke, Heather Leigh Landon
Chris McKinnell is the grandson of Ed & Lorraine Warren and has been investigating with them since he was 16 and is the founder of the 
Warren Legacy Foundation For Paranormal Research, Joe has worked with the Warrens for over 30 years and is on the board of the Warren 
Foundation, and Heather is an Author and Chief Administration Officer for the Warren Legacy Foundation. Chris will be telling the true story 
behind the movie The Nun, Maurice Theriault.

3:00 pm Could Dracula Exist? Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Chris McKinnell, Joe Franke, Heather Leigh Landon
Heather Leigh is the author of Ghosts of Southern Nevada Ghost Towns, part of the Haunted America series from The History Press (release 
date August 22, 2022) and is the host of Exploring the Paranormal Vodcast. She is also the co-host of Ghost Education 101 and The Warren 
Files. She is a member of the International Paranormal Bureau of Investigations and Research (IBPIR) and a member of ParaNexus 
Anomalous Research Association. She is the Chief Administrative Officer for The Warren Legacy Foundation for Paranormal Research. This 
will be a discussion on how the possibilities of the real existence of vampires and the possibility of them surviving as Dracula was portrayed in 
Bram Stoker’s novel.



AUTHORS / CELEBRITY TRACK (I-II)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

3:00 pm Things that go bump or rip off your flesh in the night! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jeff Strand, Steve Altier, John Catapano, Tyson Hanks
How some of our amazing horror authors create some of the most grusome scenes that make it so we can't sleep at night. Where do they find 
thier inspiration? Are they practicing on weekends? Find out and ask all the gory questions you want to know.

5:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part One Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Maria DeVivo, Steve Altier, Amanda Byrd, Russell James
It's dark in the woods at night, you are bundled in your favorite blanket with a cup of cocoa (Maybe with a little whiskey). A friend pulls out a 
flashlight and begins a tale... Will you survive the night? Join your favorite authors for some of their scariest tales.

6:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Ken Barr
Want to watch some amazingly fun horror movies and have the star right there with you? Come and join us for this fun event!

9:00 pm THE KRUEGER CURSE: THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE ELM STREET 
with AMANDA KRUEGER (Beatrice Boepple)

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Beatrice Boepple
Amanda Krueger shares the tragic story of her most unholy of blessings in a private and personal service that gives you an emotional look at 
her young Freddy's history and childhood. 
Tragedy, savagry, and pain unveiled and explained... through a mother's eyes.

**In this special event panel actress Beatrice Boepple (IN CHARACTER AND IN COSTUME) will read from her upcoming book “THE 
KRUEGER CURSE: NIGHTMARE BEFORE ELM STREET”.**

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

12:00 am THE PANEL ABOUT NOTHING!!! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Gavini the Gruntled
Nothing. That's what this will be about. Plainly, simply... nothing. Or who knows, it could be about anything! Or everything! No really... we 
couldn't even begin to try and pin it down and say for certain what topics might spew forth from anyone who attends so if you feel so inclined, 
come with a drink in hand and lets gab! 

If you've never heard of this type of panel it will be an experience in improv, just being loose, and getting swept along the flow.! (It miay just be 
the flow of the River Styx, but we'll just have to wait and see about that!)

11:00 am The Freaky, Creepy and Eerie tales of Florida & Appalachia with Mark 
Muncy

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Eerie Florida - Mark Muncy
Enjoy some time with your favorite true scary, creepy and freaky tales. With Creepy Appalachia you may just hear about the Mothman!

12:00 pm Voice Performer w/ Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Paul St. Peter
Welcome to graduation day! Mr. St Peter will talk briefly about the previous panel (Voice Maker), and then the attendees who rehearsed their 
assigned material will be on stage! Audience members will be asked to comment about the voices and performances they hear, and Mr. St. 
Peter will give notes and offer advice, and have the speakers do re-takes. Let’s all see how creative and inventive our fellow Con friends can 
be!

1:00 pm A hour with Jeff Strand - Bram Stoker Award Winning Horror/Comedy 
Author

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Jeff Strand
Come and listen to Jeff tell you tales from his over 40+ horror, horror/comedy novels. Recent Bram Stoker award winner. He will have you in 



fear for your life.

2:00 pm Klingon Storytime Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Klingon Assault Group (KAG)
Join us for the stories of Khaless The Unforgettable and his adventures which are gauranteeded to make any youngling shake in their boots!
This panel is about Klingon culture and Legends! There will be possible audience participation! It be fun!WILL 

3:00 pm The Villains of Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Paul St. Peter
Paul St. Peter talks about the vocal adjustments and character choices he has used to create some very frightening voices! His portrayals of 
XEMNAS (Kingdom Hearts), and NINE TAIL FOX (Naruto), have chilled many a spine, and the terrifying YAMMY RIYALGO (Bleach) is a study 
in pure menace. Paul will demonstrate his techniques in a clear, simple manner that will allow the fans to feel they are part of the creative 
process. Then he will ask for volunteers from the audience to rise and frighten everyone with their own vocal creations. Let’s all have some 
scary thrills!

4:00 pm Werewolves, Vampires, Shifters and More... Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Amanda Byrd, B.B. LeClere, JM Paquette, Valerie Willis
Listen to a panel of experts on all those mosters you either fear or desire. Find out how they create thier charaters and ask them anything you 
have ever wanted to know.

5:00 pm "We Love Zombies! We Love Horror!" with Austin Janowsky & some 
Undead friends!

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Eugene Clark, Bob Michelucci, Dee Michelucci, Austin Janowsky
People that love the horror genre, love zombies. Whether it’s in movies, video games, comicbooks or novels. people cannot get enough of the 
undead! Neither can Actor-Director and Comic Creator Austin Janowsky!
Join him and possibly some other guests at his panel as he celebrates his birthday while talking about his favorite subject - ZOMBIES! Austin 
Janowsky loves the genre in all it’s forms so much that he created his own world with his series “Zombies We’re Human Too” and as an actor 
playing Dr. Gerald Scott in the webseries Dawn AND THE Dead!

6:00 pm Real life Horror... What inspires some of our favorite horror authors? Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Maria DeVivo, Amanda Byrd, Bridgett Nelson, Cat Blackard
Ever wonder where the stories we read come from? Serial killers in fiction, what was the basis for the charater or the crimes? If there is a 
witch, is there a coven? Find out from some of our most wonderful horror authors.

7:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 2 hrs

Guests:  Ken Barr
Want to watch some amazingly fun horror movies and have the star right there with you? Come and join us for this fun event!

8:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Ken Barr
Want to watch some amazingly fun horror movies and have the star right there with you? Come and join us for this fun event!

8:00 pm Movies with Ken Barr Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Ken Barr
Want to watch some amazingly fun horror movies and have the star right there with you? Come and join us for this fun event!

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

12:00 am THE PANEL ABOUT NOTHING!!! Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Gavini the Gruntled
Nothing. That's what this will be about. Plainly, simply... nothing. Or who knows, it could be about anything! Or everything! No really... we 
couldn't even begin to try and pin it down and say for certain what topics might spew forth from anyone who attends so if you feel so inclined, 
come with a drink in hand and lets gab! 

If you've never heard of this type of panel it will be an experience in improv, just being loose, and getting swept along the flow.! (It miay just be 
the flow of the River Styx, but we'll just have to wait and see about that!)



12:00 pm Voice Maker w/ Paul St Peter Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Paul St. Peter
Noted voice actor Paul St. Peter brings a fun, practical, and accessible approach to voice and character creation that can benefit any speaker, 
from beginner to expert. He will share his experiences in anime and video game production, and call upon brave volunteers from the audience 
to assist him in showing how the process works. Those interested in attending the following panel (Voice Performer) will return and perform 
assigned auditions, scenes, narration, and commercials. Come and see how we actors create these fun and sometimes wild voices! Are you 
brave enough?

1:00 pm Folklore and FairyTales.... Where do the real life monster tales come 
from?

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Eerie Florida - Mark Muncy, C.R. Rice, JM Paquette, Valerie Willis
Ever wonder when the first Vamipre was talked about? Did mummies really come back to life? Find out with some amazing authors who have 
gone down the reasearch rabbithole. Trust me, real life is scarrier then fiction.

2:00 pm "I WANT TO BE IN A HORROR FILM!" with Austin Janowsky and Paul 
St. Peter

Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Bob Michelucci, Dee Michelucci, Austin Janowsky, Paul St. Peter, Scott Tepperman
Do you want to play the victim in a scary horror film or want to be the terrifying killer in one? Do you want to get into acting but no idea where to 
start? Do you want to make a movie? We have answers! Join Austin Janowsky, Bob and Dee Michelucci, Scott Tepperman, and Paul St. Peter 
as they give insight into how they broke into the industry and got all bloody on the big screen. They will field questions to those that want to be 
in front of the camera or behind it!

3:00 pm Campfire Tales - Part Two Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Eerie Florida - Mark Muncy, Bridgett Nelson, JM Paquette, Valerie Willis
It's dark in the woods at night, you are bundled in your favorite blanket with a cup of cocoa (Maybe with a little whiskey). A friend pulls out a 
flashlight and begins a tale... Will you survive the night? Join your favorite authors for some of their scariest tales.



COSTUME CONTEST PRE-JUDGING (SUN & SURF I)

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

11:00 am Creature Call Costume Contest Pre-Judging Length: 5 hrs

Pre-Judging for the Creature Call Costume Contest



PRE-FUNCTION - MAIN EVENTS (LOBBY AREA)

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

3:00 pm Darjuxena's B.R.E.W.S. witch dance show Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Darjuxena's B.R.E.W.S.
Darjuxena's B.R.E.W.S. Bellydance Rising Enchanted Witch Sisters) Lady Darjuxena (aka DJ Palumbo) is a 9 time Florida State Goddess 
belly dance champion and fire performer who leads a cosplay belly dance troupe and a Halloween themed dance troupe Darjuxena's B.R.E.W.
S - a fun friendly dance coven of dancing witches. Darjuxena adds a new dance to the show every year, including music from Harry Potter, 
Disney's Hocus Pocus, Wizard of OZ, Ciara's Paint it Black and Darjuxena's own version to the YouYube witch dance by Wolfshäger 
Hexenbrut song by Peter Fox. The group is open to anyone who can learn the dances. They perform all throughout October supporting local 
artists. Come dance with us! all choreography is written by Lady Darjuxena aka DJ Palumbo. Interested in joining? Contact DJ via phone: 727-
698-9698 or email: Darjuxena@yahoo.com - facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/292207267903036/ website-https://darjuxena.
webstarts.com/cosplay



GAMING TABLE 1 (SEMINOLE A)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

2:00 pm Inquisition Length: 2 hrs

A terrible thing is happening in a local village: Werewolves are responsible for the deaths of many villagers. Unable to determine who amongst 
themselves are werewolves, they've called in a group of master inquisitors to help sort out this mess before it's too late. That's where you and 
your team come in. No stranger to werewolf infestations, you know that the best thing to do is to start lynching suspects.You no sooner get 
started on this project when you discover that there's a problem – Werewolves have also infiltrated your team of inquisitors. Now you're in a 
serious pickle: You need to save the village while thwarting the werewolves whom are working alongside you.. This is a party game - best with 
more people! Goes up to 12. Suggested age range is 8+

6:00 pm Isle of Cats Length: 2 hrs

Rescue as many cats as you can before Lord Vesh comes to destroy their home! I do have the Late Arrivals expansion so this will go up to 6 
players. Kittens & Beasts and Boats expansions will be used depending on interest. Recommended age: 8+

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

11:00 am Ghostbusters Trivia Hosted by the Suncoast Ghostbusters Length: 1 hr 

Guests:  Suncoast Ghostbusters
Are you a fan of Ghostbusters? Think you've got a pretty good handle on UFOs, astral projections, mental telepathy, ESP, clairvoyance, spirit 
photography, telekinetic movement, full trance mediums, the Loch Ness monster, and the theory of Atlantis? Come join the Suncoast 
Ghostbusters as we host Ghostbusters trivia. The trivia will span all 3 Ghostbusters movies and beyond.

12:00 pm Golem Length: 3 hrs

STRATEGY BOARD GAME: Create and grow powerful golems that will be moved around the neighborhoods of Prague under the control of 
students. Be careful, because if a golem becomes too powerful, it will destroy everything it encounters on its way. Players can also kill their 
Golems in order to get bonuses. Recommended age: 14+

9:00 pm ULTIMATE WEREWOLF Length: 3 hrs

Ultimate Werewolf is an interactive game of deduction for two teams: Villagers and Werewolves. The Villagers don't know who the Werewolves 
are, and the Werewolves are trying to remain undiscovered while they slowly eliminate the Villagers one at a time. For those who like chaos, 
there are other roles too, some for both teams, that can cause a lot of chaos. Who will be left standing? This game is best with a lot of people. 
Recommended age: 13+

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

10:00 am Space Base Length: 2 hrs

Space Base is a quick-to-learn, quick-to-play dice game using the core "I roll, everyone gets stuff" mechanism seen in other games. It's also a 
strategic engine builder using a player board (your space base) and tableaus of ship cards you can buy and add to your board. The cards you 
buy and the order you buy them in have interesting implications on your engine beyond just the ability on the card you buy, making for a 
different type of engine construction than seen in similar games. Players can take their engine in a number of directions: long odds and 
explosive gains, low luck and steady income, big end-game combos to launch from last to first, or a mix-and-match approach. Cards from Shy 
Pluto, Dreadnought, and Biodome will be available and possibly Terra Proxima as well. Expansion use will depend on experience and/or 
willingness of the players. Recommended age: 10 +

12:00 pm Animenia Length: 1 hr 

Animenia is an anime based matching game. It takes less than two minutes to learn and is super fun to play. The game is played with as many 
people as you want but is more comfortable with 8 or less. You don't have to know a lot about anime to play because all your doing is 
matching pictures but all of them are popular anime new and older.

1:00 pm Fangs Length: 2 hrs

Fangs is a re-implementation of the social deduction game . Players are secretly dealt characters that belong to one of three Shadow Hunters
teams: vampires, werewolves, or humans. The vampires and werewolves win by destroying the other team, while the humans are generally 
trying to simply stay alive (though some characters may end up aligning with one of the other two teams). Social deduction game. 
Recommended age is 10+



GAMING TABLE 2 (SEMINOLE A)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

12:00 pm Transformers Deck Building Game Length: 2 hrs

"Transform and roll out! The Autobots are brave robot warriors hailing from the planet Cybertron. Their mission? To stop the Decepticons from 
enacting their evil schemes on Earth. In Transformers Deck-Building Game, you take on the role of one of the mighty Autobots. Travel and 
explore the Matrix and transform between your different modes as you gain allies, find relics, and acquire technology to do battle with the 
Decepticons. But be warned! As your deck grows, more powerful Decepticons will rise up to challenge you."

4:00 pm The Bloody Inn Length: 2 hrs

"France 1831: In a remote corner of Ardèche, the little village of Peyrebeille sees numerous travelers pass through. A family of greedy rural 
farmers is determined to make its fortune and has devised a diabolical stratagem to achieve this goal: Invest in an inn so they can rob traveling 
guests, getting rich without arousing the suspicions of the police! Whether or not their plan will work out, one thing is certain: Not every guest 
will leave this inn alive."

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

3:00 pm Mansions of Madness Length: 4 hrs

"Mansions of Madness: Second Edition is a fully co-operative, app-driven board game of horror and mystery for one to five players that takes 
place in the same universe as Eldritch Horror and Elder Sign. Let the immersive app guide you through the veiled streets of Innsmouth and the 
haunted corridors of Arkham's cursed mansions as you search for answers and respite. Eight brave investigators stand ready to confront four 
scenarios of fear and mystery, collecting weapons, tools, and information, solving complex puzzles, and fighting monsters, insanity, and death. 
Open the door and step inside these hair-raising Mansions of Madness: Second Edition. It will take more than just survival to conquer the evils 
terrorizing this town."



GAMING TABLE 3 (SEMINOLE A)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

1:00 pm The Shipwreck Arcana Length: 2 hrs

Trapped in a drowned world, you and your allies are doomed -- or are you? Using a mystical deck and a healthy dose of logic, you can predict 
each others' fates and escape unscathed.  is a compact, co-operative game of deduction, evaluation, and logic. Each The Shipwreck Arcana
player's doom constantly changes as they draw numbered fate tiles from the bag. By choosing which fate to give up and which card to play it 
on, you can give your allies enough information to identify the fate you're holding...which is important, as the active player cannot communicate 
with their allies during their turn! Each card has strict rules governing what fates can be played on it. As doom builds up, the cards themselves 
fade, becoming one-time powers to help the players while new cards cycle in from the deck. Skilled play requires carefully rationing powers, 
hints, and cycling, while paying attention to not only where each fate was played -- but more importantly, where it wasn't. The rotating active 
player creates a different group dynamic each turn, preventing any one player from dominating the game. Inexperienced players can still use 
the group deduction phase to ask questions (while they are not the active player).

8:00 pm Here to Slay Length: 2 hrs

Here to Slay is a competitive role-playing fantasy strategy card game that's all about assembling a party of Heroes and slaying monsters (and 
sometimes sabotaging your friends too) from the creators of Unstable Unicorns. In this game, you’ll assemble a full party of heroes to slay 
dangerous monsters while working to avoid the sabotage of your foes. The game also includes items you can equip to your heroes, 1V1 
challenge cards, and roll modifiers to tip the odds in your favor. The first person to successfully slay three monsters, or build a full party with six 
classes, wins the game!

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

1:00 pm Happy Little Dinosaurs Length: 2 hrs

Lately, it feels like we’re all just dinosaurs trying to avoid the falling meteors. In this game, you’ll try to dodge all of life’s little disasters. You 
might fall into a pit of hot lava or get ghosted by your dino date, but the dino who survives it all wins the game! In , the Happy Little Dinosaurs
first person to reach 50 points, or be the last Dinosaur standing, wins the game! During each round, you’ll flip a Disaster card featuring a 
Natural, Predatory, or Emotional disaster. Each player will play a Point card in hopes of collecting points and avoiding the disaster. You will 
work to avoid all of life’s little disasters and laugh as they happen to your friends. If you collect 3 Disaster cards of the same type OR 3 different 
types of Disaster cards, you will be out of the game. Point cards feature weapons, trinkets, and good luck charms that you use to collect points 
and avoid disasters. Each card has a point value between 0 and 9 that you will use when scoring a round. You can use Instant cards at 
different points during the game to tip the odds in your favor or save your Dinosaur from certain death. Player boards include your Dinosaur's 
traits, an Escape Route you use to track your score, and a Disaster Area where you will collect Disaster cards. You'll move your Dinosaur 
meeple along the Excape Route on your player board to track your score. Will you successfully dodge the disasters or get eaten by a 
prehistoric whale? Only the cards can decide.

7:00 pm Deception: Murder in Hong Kong Length: 2 hrs

Deception: Murder in Hong Kong is a game of deduction and deception for 4-12 players that plays in about 20 minutes. In the game, players 
take on the roles of investigators attempting to solve a murder case – but there's a twist. The killer is one of the investigators! Each player's 
role and team are randomly assigned at the start of play and include the unique roles of Forensic Scientist, Witness, Investigator, Murderer, 
and Accomplice. While the Investigators attempt to deduce the truth, the murderer's team must deceive and mislead. This is a battle of wits! 
The Forensic Scientist has the solution but can express the clues only using special scene tiles while the investigators (and the murderer) 
attempt to interpret the evidence. In order to succeed, the investigators must not only deduce the truth from the clues of the Forensic Scientist, 
they must also see through the misdirection being injected into the equation by the Murderer and Accomplice! Find out who among you can cut 
through deception to find the truth and who is capable of getting away with murder!

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

11:00 am Munchkin (Cthulhu and/or Warhammer 40,000) Length: 2 hrs

Go down in the dungeon. Kill everything you meet. Backstab your friends and steal their stuff. Grab the treasure and run. Admit it. You love it. 
Can run Muchkin: Cthulhu or Munchkin: Warhammer 40,000 with all expansions. Possibly both depending on time and interest.

2:00 pm Betrayal at House on the Hill Length: 2 hrs

Betrayal at House on the Hill quickly builds suspense and excitement as players explore a haunted mansion of their own design, encountering 
spirits and frightening omens that foretell their fate. With an estimated one hour playing time, Betrayal at House on the Hill is ideal for parties, 
family gatherings or casual fun with friends. Betrayal at House on the Hill is a tile game that allows players to build their own haunted house 
room by room, tile by tile, creating a new thrilling game board every time. The game is designed for three to six people, each of whom plays 
one of six possible characters. Secretly, one of the characters betrays the rest of the party, and the innocent members of the party must defeat 
the traitor in their midst before it’s too late! Betrayal at House on the Hill will appeal to any game player who enjoys a fun, suspenseful, and 
strategic game.



GAMING TABLE 4 (SEMINOLE A)

FRIDAY - AUGUST 19, 2022

3:00 pm Space Base Length: 2 hrs

Space Base is a quick-to-learn, quick-to-play dice game using the core "I roll, everyone gets stuff" mechanism seen in other games. It's also a 
strategic engine builder using a player board (your space base) and tableaus of ship cards you can buy and add to your board. It has a 
satisfying blend of dice-chucking luck and challenging strategic choices.

9:00 pm J'Accuse! Length: 2 hrs

Mon dieu! M. Harpagon Richard is most decidedly dead, though not nearly soon enough for YOUR tastes, the old miser. His passing has 
brought you all together, feigning tears and anticipating your inheritance, when a terribly bothersome police inspector calls upon you. J'Accuse!
is about implicating and accusing your friends and family of murder — and no one "wins" the game so much as one of you will lose! The object 
is to avoid suspicion for as long as you can, while assuring that someone else ends up accused for the crime.

SATURDAY - AUGUST 20, 2022

11:00 am Celestia Length: 2 hrs

In , a revamped version of , you board an aircraft with a team of adventurers to perform many trips through the cities of Celestia Cloud 9
Celestia and recover their wonderful treasures. Your journey will not be safe, but you will attempt to be the richest adventurer by collecting the 
most precious treasures!

5:00 pm Mysterium Length: 2 hrs

In the 1920s, Mr. MacDowell, a gifted astrologer, immediately detected a supernatural being upon entering his new house in Scotland. He 
gathered eminent mediums of his time for an extraordinary séance, and they have seven hours to make contact with the ghost and investigate 
any clues that it can provide to unlock an old mystery. Unable to talk, the amnesiac ghost communicates with the mediums through visions, 
which are represented in the game by illustrated cards. The mediums must decipher the images to help the ghost remember how he was 
murdered: Who did the crime? Where did it take place? Which weapon caused the death? The more the mediums cooperate and guess well, 
the easier it is to catch the right culprit.

8:00 pm Rest in Peace Length: 1 hr 

Rest In Peace is a two-player game in which you play a family of ghosts composed of 21 cards (from 1 to 6). Each round, you will be fighting 
for a mansion, trying to outbid your opponent. Managing your hand will be critical and knowing when to withdraw from a fight might lead you to 
the final victory.

SUNDAY - AUGUST 21, 2022

11:00 am The Shipwreck Arcana Length: 2 hrs

Trapped in a drowned world, you and your allies are doomed -- or are you? Using a mystical deck and a healthy dose of logic, you can predict 
each others' fates and escape unscathed.  is a compact, co-operative game of deduction, evaluation, and logic. Each The Shipwreck Arcana
player's doom constantly changes as they draw numbered fate tiles from the bag. By choosing which fate to give up and which card to play it 
on, you can give your allies enough information to identify the fate you're holding...which is important, as the active player cannot communicate 
with their allies during their turn!

2:00 pm Tsuro of the Seas Length: 2 hrs

Players each have a ship that they want to sail — that is, keep on the game board — as long as possible. Whoever stays on the board the 
longest wins the game.  adds daikaiju tiles, representing sea monsters and other creatures of the deep. If a daikaiju tile hits a Tsuro of the Seas
wake tile, a ship, or another daikaiju tile, the object hit is removed from the game. Another way to be ousted! The more daikaiju tiles on the 
game board, the faster players will find themselves trying to breathe water...





Fantasm Art Show:  Merchant List







Fantasm Art Show Total Merchants: 6

A Wild Moose AST01 B Stark Art GW17 GraphicsChyk Designs AST17

Harlow’s Haunt A38, GW03, GW05 L. Shiva Rodriguez-Pettibone AST04

Wave Man 

Arts by 

MM Schill

GW08, GW09, GW11, GW13



Fantasm Vendor Hall:  Merchant List



Fantasm Vendor Hall Total Merchants: 122

5th Dimension Films V21 AEO Studios, Inc. V05 AEO Studios, Inc. V05

Alpha Quadrant Games V13 Andreas Things And Stuff A50 Arca Noctis V39

Art afterlife skeletons V30 Ashley Hoppen Art A36 Ashley Hoppen Art A36

Ballinger Films Media A42 Belladona’s Beauties & Baubles A06 Belladona’s Beauties & Baubles A06

Bittersweet Brushes A05 Bittersweet Brushes A05 Bleeding Gem Designs A23

Convention Comforts A12, A13 Convention Comforts A12, A13 Copper Katt Crafts A31

CraftedByCulein A17 Creations By Huntress A47, A48 Creature Cosmetics LLC V22

Crystal's Creative A15 Crystal's Creative A15 Cuddly Cryptids LLC A11

Cuddly Cryptids LLC A11
DEATH OF ABSOLUTION CO ( 

DOA CO)
V48 Dandies Candies A28

Dandies Candies A28 Darwin Rose Studio A34 Darwin Rose Studio A34

DeyaVu Apothecary LLC A09 Diprana V54 Doomsday's Krypt V55, V56

Doomsday's Krypt V55, V56 E-collect-ic V43 Epic Loot LLC A22

Foozys / kimtastic A32, A33 Galaxy Toys V46 Graveyard Offerings V14

Guerrilla Lobster V53 Harlow’s Haunt A38, GW03, GW05 Harlow’s Haunt A38, GW03, GW05

Harlow’s Haunt A38, GW03, GW05 Harlow’s Haunt A38, GW03, GW05 IHA - Vintage Hallowe'en A03

Incubo Creations V47 Inkd Publishing LLC A25 Jekylls Basement A29

KT’s Bones and Stones V17 KT’s Bones and Stones V17 Kat F. Art A20

Kelly Garcia Creations V25
Kelly Kulmatycky - The Haunted 

Caretaker
V37 Kick Bright Shop & Buttons A04

Kick Bright Shop & Buttons A04 Kiskis Kreations A27 Kiskis Kreations A27

Kizmet Creative V50 Kizmet Creative V50 Klingon Assault Group V09

Little Luvin Stitches V49 MAD Lady Designs A10 MAD Lady Designs A10

Macabrebats A07 Mad Monster Deals A19
Merlin's muchies coffee company, 

ll
V08

Midnight Fury Designs LLC V19 Midnight Fury Designs LLC V19 MonicaCouture A37

Monster Kid Studios V27 Monster Kid Studios V27 Monsters And Madonnas V40, V41

Monsters And Madonnas V40, V41 Monsters And Madonnas V40, V41 Myrcury's Toybox A30

Myrcury's Toybox A30 Nerd It Out A02 Nerd It Out A02

Orcutt's Art Room A39 Papa's Rock and Roll Parlor V45
Paranormal Existence 

Research Society
V01, V02, V03

Party Hero Games A45 Party Hero Games A45 Photo Booth V15

Poison Strands A44 Primo Cardinalli V20 Resin Renegade A16

ResirWrecked Costumes V12 Rosales Artistry A14 Roxxy Horror V31

Roxxy Horror V31 Scarlett’s Witch A35 ScaryCraig Photography V42

Scrap The Catwalk V32 Scribble Creatures A26 Sharon Nuccio Art V29

Sharon Nuccio Art V29 Sherri’s Bright Ideas A18 Simply Squatchy V06



Space Coast Comixx A01 Space Coast Comixx A01 Space Ninja Sabers (co.) V04

Speakeasy Sirens V11 SpringsInk V36 Super Spooky Studio V26

Sweet Lovely Gifts A40 Sweet Lovely Gifts A40 That Crafting Witch A41

The Creature Workshop V33, V34 The Debauched Unicorn A08 The Foxes Den A46

The Foxes Den A46 The Horror Stop N Shop V28 The Horror Stop N Shop V28

The Horror Stop N Shop V28
The Skeleton Key Escape 

Company
V07 The Wolfs Den V44

The art of Terence Muncy V35 You are loved crafts V24 You are loved crafts V24

boogyman studios V23 boogyman studios V23



Full Merchant List

5th Dimension Films

Booths:V21

Description: Japanese Kaiju Godzilla toys and figures, Classic Horror and Sci Fi movie posters and lobby cards, Books, and magazines, 

and toys, Classic Sci Fi Horror Collectible Movies, Films, and Dvd’s.

A Wild Moose

Booths:AST01

Description: Mostly wood and acrylic products made with a laser machine. If you can think it, we can probably make it!

AEO Studios, Inc.

Booths:V05

Website: http://www.aeostudios.com

Description: Special FX Makeup, horror/cosplay props, costume accessories, masks

Alpha Quadrant Games

Booths:V13

Website: http://https://www.alphaquadrantgames.com/

Description: Board games, card games, dice and other gaming accessories.

Andreas Things And Stuff

Booths:A50

Description: Custom Tumblers and ornaments and mason jars

Arca Noctis

Booths:V39

Website: http://www.arcanoctis.com

Description: Sterling silver hand cast jewelry, Victorian era jewelry, oddities, book, tarot decks and more. (Met you all at Spookala this 

weekend!)

Art afterlife skeletons

Booths:V30

Description: Bones skeleton art mounted insects skulls furs

Ashley Hoppen Art

Booths:A36

Website: http://ashleyhoppenart.com

Description: Fandom style ducks

B Stark Art

http://www.aeostudios.com
http://https://www.alphaquadrantgames.com/
http://www.arcanoctis.com
http://ashleyhoppenart.com


Booths:GW17

Website: http://www.bstarkart.com

Description: Hand wrapped wire sculptue, ghost book, misc.

Ballinger Films Media

Booths:A42

Description: Comic books and comic merchandise.

Belladona’s Beauties & Baubles

Booths:A06

Website: http://www.Instagram.com/Infernal.Ethereal.Lupine

Description: Ethically sourced taxidermy and art, jewelry, resin koi ponds and magnets

Bittersweet Brushes

Booths:A05

Website: http://www.Bittersweetbrushes.com

Description: Hand-painted, horror themed purses, wallets and wristlets

Bleeding Gem Designs

Booths:A23

Website: http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/Bleedinggem?ref=profile_header

Description: Gothic and nerdy inspired stickers, tumblers, buttons, and art prints.

boogyman studios

Booths:V23

Description: masks props art and apparel

Convention Comforts

Booths:A12,  A13

Website: http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/ConventionComforts

Description: We sell products that make your life comfortable. These products include homemade pillow blankets, backpacks, pillow cases, 

masks, neck ties, bow ties, scruchies, and pet scarves.

Copper Katt Crafts

Booths:A31

Description: I have crafts such as bookmarks, hair ribbons, charmed tea infusers, perler crafts and such.

CraftedByCulein

Booths:A17

Description: Handcrafted tumblers, earrings,license plate, bags

http://www.bstarkart.com
http://www.Instagram.com/Infernal.Ethereal.Lupine
http://www.Bittersweetbrushes.com
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/Bleedinggem?ref=profile_header
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/ConventionComforts


Creations By Huntress

Booths:A47,  A48

Website: http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/CreationsbyHuntress

Description: I handmake steampunk/ gothic/ and metaphysical jewelry and more such as necklaces, earrings, bracelets, key chains, trinket 

boxes etc.

Creature Cosmetics LLC

Booths:V22

Website: http://Creaturecosmeticlabs.com

Description: Creature Cosmetics LLC is a vegan and cruelty-free makeup brand with a dedication to classic horror films and the macabre. 

Blending the worlds of glamour and horror into one terrifying brand, we bring high pigment and longevity of wear to every 

product we produce, while also maintaining an affordable price point. Our dedication to our mission doesn’t stop there, as 

every product that is released is designed and conceptualized with the utmost respect for the horror community and fan base 

in mind.

Crystal's Creative

Booths:A15

Website: http://www.CrystalsCreativeShop.etsy.com

Description: Handmade Small Business Owner specializing in small arts and creatives especially appealing to nerd and geek culture.

Cuddly Cryptids LLC

Booths:A11

Website: http://Cuddlycryptids.com

Description: Cuddly Cryptids LLC designs and sells plush toys of Cryptids and mythological creatures.

Dandies Candies

Booths:A28

Website: http://www.dandiescandiesfl.com

Description: Handcrafted 3D lollipops and Hand pulled hard pillow Candies

Darwin Rose Studio

Booths:A34

Website: http://https://www.darwinrosestudio.com/

Description: Anime Horror Button Pins, Stickers, Acrylic Pins, Phone Charms, Art Prints, and Hand Sewn Plushies

DEATH OF ABSOLUTION CO ( DOA CO)

Booths:V48

Website: http://DOACO.STORENVY.COM

Description: HALLOWEEN / HORROR APPAREL, JEWELRY, SOAP, DOLLS, STICKERS, TRINKETS, SATCHELS, TOTES

DeyaVu Apothecary LLC

http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/CreationsbyHuntress
http://Creaturecosmeticlabs.com
http://www.CrystalsCreativeShop.etsy.com
http://Cuddlycryptids.com
http://www.dandiescandiesfl.com
http://https://www.darwinrosestudio.com/
http://DOACO.STORENVY.COM


Booths:A09

Website: http://Deyavuapothecary.etsy.com

Description: Handcrafted witchy and horror inspired bath and body products including bath bomb, soaps, essential oil perfumes

Diprana

Booths:V54

Website: http://www.diprana.com

Description: Unique Candles and Crystals

Doomsday's Krypt

Booths:V55,  V56

Website: http://Johnst0ne0409@gmail.com

Description: Showcase and promote talent in horror community

E-collect-ic

Booths:V43

Description: Pop Culture and horror merchandise. Handmade items amd cosplay

Epic Loot LLC

Booths:A22

Website: http://https://epicloot.store/

Description: We are a small business that buys, sells, and trades Magic: The Gathering cards and other cards, as well as accessories. We 

aim to give our customers the best possible price for their cards or collections, and have a passion for the game just like you 

do!

Foozys / kimtastic

Booths:A32,  A33

Website: http://kimtasticfashionllc.com

Description: fun funky socks and croc charm gibbitz / accessories for gibbitz

Galaxy Toys

Booths:V46

Description: Pins,lanyard, keychain,tshirt,pop,mini blocks figure, stickers, collectibles, figure

GraphicsChyk Designs

Booths:AST17

Website: http://Graphicschykdesigns.com

Description: 3d printed geek merchandise, hand made wands

Graveyard Offerings

Booths:V14

http://Deyavuapothecary.etsy.com
http://www.diprana.com
http://Johnst0ne0409@gmail.com
http://https://epicloot.store/
http://kimtasticfashionllc.com
http://Graphicschykdesigns.com


Website: http://Graveyardofferings.com

Description: Horror and pop culture jewelry, pillows, wallets, and much more

Guerrilla Lobster

Booths:V53

Description: Collectibles

Harlow’s Haunt

Booths:A38,  GW03,  GW05

Website: http://Harlowshaunt.com

Description: Harlow’s Haunt is a new independent horror film from Central Florida by Black Dog Filmz. Harlow’s Haunt is being 

represented by producer and art director Kevin Cleveland, returning to Fantasm as an artist from the previous year. We will 

have original posters, hand signed by the cast for sale to promote the film.

IHA - Vintage Hallowe'en

Booths:A03

Website: http://ImperialHouseAntiques.com

Description: Vintage Halloween Art Book

Incubo Creations

Booths:V47

Description: horror/ spooky hand made resin products .

Inkd Publishing LLC

Booths:A25

Website: http://kevinarthurdavis.com

Description: Inkd Publishing LLC - Anthologies Kevin A Davis - Urban Fantasy series

Jekylls Basement

Booths:A29

Website: http://www.jekyllsbasement.com

Description: Horror & pop culture toys, masks, props

Kat F. Art

Booths:A20

Website: http://Instagram.com/kat_fart

Description: Horror and Fantasy art made from recycled and refurbished materials!

Kelly Garcia Creations

Booths:V25

Website: http://Www.kellygarciacreations.com

http://Graveyardofferings.com
http://Harlowshaunt.com
http://ImperialHouseAntiques.com
http://kevinarthurdavis.com
http://www.jekyllsbasement.com
http://Instagram.com/kat_fart
http://Www.kellygarciacreations.com


Description: Sublimation tumblers, pillows, shirts, keychains, journals, coasters, door hangers, DTG shirts.

Kick Bright Shop & Buttons

Booths:A04

Website: Http://www.kickbright shop.com

Description: Handmade buttons (aka pins, badges, pinbacks) of many different subjects including horror, pop culture, obscure movies, 

anime, monster and other themes. Many one of a kind exclusives.

Kiskis Kreations

Booths:A27

Description: horror bath fizzies/bombs, soaps and candles.

Kizmet Creative

Booths:V50

Description: Fandom inspired custom shirts, tumblers and doormats.

KT’s Bones and Stones

Booths:V17

Website:
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/KTsBonesandStones?ref=profile_header&load_webview=1&bid=dat-

IlXYWpOJ5WizTFoCSnvkWDwP

Description: KTs Bones and Stones KT’s Bones and Stones is a creative artist that uses real animal bones that have been salvaged, 

restored, and repurposed from local hunting facilities, taxidermists and select road kill to make beautiful, one-of-a-kind unique 

art pieces.

L. Shiva Rodriguez-Pettibone

Booths:AST04

Website: http://www.shivarodriguez.com/p/gallery-of-headless-historicals.html

Description: Customized dolls that are based on the deaths of famous people in history. The collection is known as "Headless Historicals".

Little Luvin Stitches

Booths:V49

Website: http://littleluvinstitches.com

Description: I crochet handmade turtles, mushrooms, octopis, bees, and many different characters. I also sell a variety of live air plants in 

many different 3d settings.

Macabrebats

Booths:A07

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/macabrebats

Description: Horror-themed jewelry, accessories, and other miscellaneous products.

MAD Lady Designs

Booths:A10

Http://www.kickbright shop.com
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/KTsBonesandStones?ref=profile_header&load_webview=1&bid=dat-IlXYWpOJ5WizTFoCSnvkWDwP
http://https://www.etsy.com/shop/KTsBonesandStones?ref=profile_header&load_webview=1&bid=dat-IlXYWpOJ5WizTFoCSnvkWDwP
http://www.shivarodriguez.com/p/gallery-of-headless-historicals.html
http://littleluvinstitches.com
http://https://www.facebook.com/macabrebats


Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/groups/245959337421745/?ref=share

Description: Canvas originals and prints. I do acrylic pour paintings that are embellished. We are adding things such as coasters to our 

available items.

Mad Monster Deals

Booths:A19

Description: tv / movie related props

Merlin's muchies coffee company, ll

Booths:V08

Website: http://www.merlinsmunchiescoffee.com

Description: We are a coffee company with amazing designs. It is based on our Immortal Time traveling wizard Merlin and he fights ghouls 

and monsters throughout the Multiverse. We have over 40 coffee and have done several venues in the past. We do not make 

coffee for people to drink in cups at conventions. We sell our coffee in sealed packages. We also have an audiobook coming 

out in 2 weeks. It should be ready before the venue. Each piece of art took 2-3 weeks to finalize and the entire process has 

taken over a year. We have had a ton of success at the few conventions we have done and had everyone there buzzing about 

our coffee labels! We look forward to doing the same at your convention in 2 weeks!

Midnight Fury Designs LLC

Booths:V19

Website: http://Midnightfurydesigns.com

Description: We produce custom 3D printed cosplay items and high quality 3D printed Resin Statues. We also have several custom 

artwork pieces and metal prints

MonicaCouture

Booths:A37

Description: MonicaCouture is an Alternative Unisex Streetwear Fashion - founded in 2018 in the US. Our team has three designers, all of 

whom have been engaged in artistic work, and all have a unique aesthetic. The Female Hustler Series is only the beginning! 

So much more to drop! We sell Graphic Ts, Hoodies, Sweaters, Stickers & more!

Monster Kid Studios

Booths:V27

Website: http://www.monsterkidstudios.com

Description: Monster Kid Studios is an online horror entertainment business. We host YouTube programming and sell original art and t-

shirt designs. For the Monster Kid in all of us!

Monsters And Madonnas

Booths:V40,  V41

Website: http://https://www.instagram.com/conidisart/

Description: Original Comics , Prints , Paintings , Sculpts, Books, Pendants, Stickers

Myrcury's Toybox

Booths:A30

http://https://www.facebook.com/groups/245959337421745/?ref=share
http://www.merlinsmunchiescoffee.com
http://Midnightfurydesigns.com
http://www.monsterkidstudios.com
http://https://www.instagram.com/conidisart/


Website: http://www.myrcury.com

Description: Mom and Daughter Artist and Maker Team! Everything unique and one-of-a-kind. Ragdoll style plush with hand painted faces, 

colorful hair accessories, hand painted boxes, keepsake trinkets, and our own unique originals such as Monster Mirrors and 

Art Dolls!

Nerd It Out

Booths:A02

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/nerditout/

Description: Laser engraved wooden art, resin popsockets, resin keychains, painted canvas art, custom t-shirts and baby onesies (made 

by hand),

Orcutt's Art Room

Booths:A39

Website: http://www.etsy.com/shop/orcuttsartroom

Description: I sell all kinds of prints of my work as well as originals

Papa's Rock and Roll Parlor

Booths:V45

Website: http://www.prnrp.com

Description: Record and collectibles shop. We sell records, cds, tapes. tees, posters, books, and anything hard rock/metal related

Paranormal Existence Research Society

Booths:V01,  V02,  V03

Website: http://www.persfl.com

Description: Paranormal Existence Research Society (P.E.R.S.) is a professional non-profit paranormal research group. We research and 

document all types of paranormal phenomena in hopes of assisting clients by identifying the types of activity occurring at their 

location, helping to ease anxiety associated with those events and to further assist in bringing resolution to the case. We 

investigate claims of hauntings, demonic possession, ghosts, shadow figures, haunted objects, UFOs, and just about all 

unexplained phenomena. We also love to educate the public about ghosts, hauntings, demons, paranormal investigation 

techniques and equipment.

Party Hero Games

Booths:A45

Website: http://HTTPS://www.partyherogames.com

Description: Party Hero Games is primarily a game creating company. We offer 7 different card games we have created. We also offer art 

prints and stickers based on anime and the games. Other things we produce include 3D printed DND props and acrylic 

keychains and pins.

Poison Strands

Booths:A44

Website: http://https://www.instagram.com/poisonstrands/

Description: I mostly weave large dolls, based on horror icons-mixed media. Also, some hoods, hats and smaller items. I collaborate at 

times with a leathersmith for some unique pieces.

http://www.myrcury.com
http://https://www.facebook.com/nerditout/
http://www.etsy.com/shop/orcuttsartroom
http://www.prnrp.com
http://www.persfl.com
http://HTTPS://www.partyherogames.com
http://https://www.instagram.com/poisonstrands/


Primo Cardinalli

Booths:V20

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/primo.cardinalli

Description: paintings, prints, oddball stuff I make

Resin Renegade

Booths:A16

Website: http://https://resin-renegade.square.site/

Description: Resin earrings, keychains, and coasters with a goth and glittery vibe!

ResirWrecked Costumes

Booths:V12

Website: http://Resirwrecked.com

Description: Custom and ready made costumes and clothing for haunted attractions.

Rosales Artistry

Booths:A14

Website: http://Facebook.com/rosalesart17

Description: We sell tumblers that are handmade.

Roxxy Horror

Booths:V31

Description: Original Horror art and reproductions created by published comic book artist Chris Stevens

Scarlett’s Witch

Booths:A35

Website: http://Scarlettswitch.com

Description: Orlando artist that explores all types of art making and storytelling with a bit of a witchy twist.

ScaryCraig Photography

Booths:V42

Website: http://www.facebook.com/scarycraigphotography

Description: Original art, & photography including framed, and individual photos. Handcrafted Coffin plaques, boxes, jewelry, shadow 

boxes.

Scrap The Catwalk

Booths:V32

Website: http://https://linktr.ee/scrapthecatwalk

Description: I create Upcycle Horror/ PunkT-shirt bags, dresses, and accessories. Vegan leather repurpose belt straps, spikes and stud 

pieces.

http://https://www.facebook.com/primo.cardinalli
http://https://resin-renegade.square.site/
http://Resirwrecked.com
http://Facebook.com/rosalesart17
http://Scarlettswitch.com
http://www.facebook.com/scarycraigphotography
http://https://linktr.ee/scrapthecatwalk


Scribble Creatures

Booths:A26

Website: http://www.scribblecreatures.com

Description: Whimsical, creepy-cute art! Anything from anime/kawaii to horror, sci fi, and original characters (pumpkin puppies, creepy 

plants and pumpkin pinups).

Sharon Nuccio Art

Booths:V29

Website: http://instagram.com/sharonnuccio

Description: Multi Media/Oddities/Horror Art/Halloween Props/Beaded-Adorned Skulls/Concrete Sculptures/Gun Powder Art/Wiccan Tool 

Boxes/Trinket Boxes

Sherri’s Bright Ideas

Booths:A18

Description: One of a kind and custom made lamps

Simply Squatchy

Booths:V06

Website: http://https://etsy.me/3G7OoUw

Description: Laser engraved merchandise Cryptid items

Space Coast Comixx

Booths:A01

Website: http://www.spacecoastcomixx.com

Description: We produce comics, films, and so much more.

Space Ninja Sabers (co.)

Booths:V04

Website: http://https://www.facebook.com/SpaceNinjaJustin/

Description: We are Florida's only lightsaber company/vendor so it's all lightsaber related. All levels of tech and all different price points. 

Everything from $100 baselit RGBs to play with friends with, to $500 character replica neopixel proffieboard hilts, to $2,000 

collector item historic display sabers. We also have blades and accessories of all kinds. Cosplay blades, day blades, sheaths, 

armor sleeves, blade plugs, saber stands, etc. I'd like to be clear that these are not considered to be real weapons. They're 

the usual type of sabers you would see at cons. Just hopefully a bit better lol. Also, of course I bring mostly the economical 

stuff to these events but I do try to bring a little something for everyone.

SpringsInk

Booths:V36

Website: http:// www.springsink.com

Description: We make custom t-shirts and hoodies. We also sell accessory, such as Ita bags and cute handbags.

Super Spooky Studio

http://www.scribblecreatures.com
http://instagram.com/sharonnuccio
http://https://etsy.me/3G7OoUw
http://www.spacecoastcomixx.com
http://https://www.facebook.com/SpaceNinjaJustin/
http:// www.springsink.com


Booths:V26

Website: http://www.superspookystudio.com

Description: I make custom costumes the Home Depot 12 skeleton and other horror themed sewing makes (dog collars, plushies)

Sweet Lovely Gifts

Booths:A40

Website: http://https://www.ebay.com/usr/sweet_kawaii_lady0315

Description: Official Disney Merchandise

That Crafting Witch

Booths:A41

Website: http://Thatcraftingwitch.com

Description: Enamel pins, acrylic charms and pins, stickers, bumper stickers, sewn dice bags and pencil cases, knit dice bags, hats, 

scarves and gloves as well as other potential items

The art of Terence Muncy

Booths:V35

Website: http://Artbyterencemuncy

Description: Action figures and artwork

The Creature Workshop

Booths:V33,  V34

Website: http://www.thecreatureworkshop.com

Description: Halloween costume,props and novelties.

The Debauched Unicorn

Booths:A08

Website: http://www.theDebauchedunicorn.com

Description: We sell novelty bath products with horror, sci-fi, and fantasy themes.

The Foxes Den

Booths:A46

Website: http://https://linktr.ee/thefoxesden342

Description: We offer a variety of products all hand made and produced in house. Most art pieces feature original art, there is some fan art 

available as well for some of our favorite shows/games/movies/comics. In addition to a mix of digital and traditional art we 

offer hand poured resin and ceramic pieces.

The Horror Stop N Shop

Booths:V28

Website: http://www.etsy.com/shop/thehorrorstopnshop

Description: at the horror stop n shop, everything is hand made and made by me (: i hand make coffin makeup brush holders, pins, bags, 

pins and digital artwork (:

http://www.superspookystudio.com
http://https://www.ebay.com/usr/sweet_kawaii_lady0315
http://Thatcraftingwitch.com
http://Artbyterencemuncy
http://www.thecreatureworkshop.com
http://www.theDebauchedunicorn.com
http://https://linktr.ee/thefoxesden342
http://www.etsy.com/shop/thehorrorstopnshop


The Skeleton Key Escape Company

Booths:V07

Website: http://https://skellykeys.com

Description: Pop-up Escape Game Experience

The Wolfs Den

Booths:V44

Description: Original movie posters, collectables, books

Wave Man Arts by MM Schill

Booths:GW08,  GW09,  GW11,  GW13

Website: Http://www.Patreon.com/mmschill

Description: Traditional and modern Japanese art

You are loved crafts

Booths:V24

Website: http://youarelovedcraftsus.store

Description: Everything that I create has a wooden base. Everything comes straight from my imagination! I love creating things that anyone 

and everyone can connect/ resonate with! I I know this is a horror con and I will absolutely make items to fit the horror theme! I 

am a HUGE horror fan, and I have many ideas for this event! I also try to focus everything around mental health and 

awareness!

http://https://skellykeys.com
Http://www.Patreon.com/mmschill
http://youarelovedcraftsus.store

